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LAS VEGAS YOUNG MAN IS FURTHER HONORED BY PRESIDENT
'
WILSON

SENATOR BORAH SUGGESTS IT BE
PASSED BEFORE CONGRESS
'
:
ADJOURNS
;"

REBELS SHOOT DOWN SHE DEFEATS THE RESOLUTE
FEDERAL OFFICERS AND
FIRST TRIAL FOR YACHT-IN37SOLDIERS
HONORS
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G
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j
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Washington, June 2. The president
Washington, June 2. Senator Borah
a plea today for public
. made
today nominated Boaz W. Long: of East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, now chief of land legislation for the west before
n
the division of
affairs, the adjournment' of congress. The
'
to be minister to Salvador. "'"
senator said the west needed a grazing land and a power law, but he conceded they should require much time.
Boaz Long is the son of Judge E. V. Only a few hours was needed, ' he
Long of this city. Previously to his argued, to pass a bill for the retention
appointment as chief of the division by settlers of the early payments on
of
affairs of the state reclamation projects. ;
"Four or five years may Ibe a short
department, he was located in Old
Mexico for several years.
His under time for us to pass legislation but it
standing of the language and customs is a long time to the settler who Is
of the
peoples has being closed out,' he said. "If this
made him a valuable man to the state session closes without the passage of
department. The appointment to the this law it will fee an act of injustice
ministry to Salvador is a recognition and inhumanity to thousands on the
of Mr. Long's ability. Though the re- projects."
;
Senator Jones proposed a filibuster
sponsibility is great, Mr. Long's friends
pi edict that he will make good. The to get the reclamation legislation. To
president is recognizing the standpat that Senator Borah added there prodemocracy of the Long family. Only bably would be to river and harbor
bill was
recently Judge Long was appointed bill unless the lfeclamation
added to it. " f .
postmaster for East Las Vegas.
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With Fuses Ignited, Five Sticks of the
plosive Are Found in the Basement

Exv

IMMEDIATELY UNDER ROOM OCCUPIED BY HOUSTON
Discharged Employe Who Had Been MakinThreats Is Suspected
of Having Planned Murderous Crime Watchman Who Found
Ihe "Plant" Is Arrested and Will Be Held Pending an
Washington Is Excited
Investigation
Washington, June 2. Five sticks of
dynamite with burning fuses attached
were found late today tn the depart
ment of agriculture under the office
of Secretary Houston.. The fuses were
extinguished before damage was- done.
An employe of the department
found the dynamite by accident and
The sticks
extinguished the fusee.
were taken to police headquarters for
examination. Some discharged employe is suspected.
The watchman who claimed to have
'
discovered the dynamite was held
pending investigation. Officers went
in search of another employe, recently discharged, who had been making

to headquarters, and expressed some
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MARCH TOWARD

TWO CITIESABOUT

RE
IN

CAPITAL

BUT PASSES HER RIVAL AFTER THEY
MUST NOT BE MEDDLES
SEVERAL HOURS OF SAIL.''
WITH
BY MEN TRYING. TO J
ING IN SMOOTH SEA
BRING ABOUT PEACE
J

TO FALL CONTEST

IS, NOT

DECISIVE

AND SAN LUIS POTO- - THIRD CRAFT TO COMPETE WITH
61 LIKELY WILL BE TAKEN
TWO BOATS FOR RIGHT
' ' IN NEAR FUTURE
TO DEFEND CUP
;

Durango, Mexico, June 2. Three de
cisive
federal
engagement with
troops between Zacatecas and San
Luis Potosl were won by the
May 30 and 31, according
to reports received by General 'Car-raiizColonel Fernando Reyes, with
600 men In command, or General Car-rer-a
Torres, who Is Investing San
Luis Potosi," administered, a decisive
defeat to a large federal force at Salinas, and later also defeated a force
sent from San Luis to reinforce the
Salinas garrison.
The fighting at Salinas lasted 28
hours, the' federal loss in the battle
being . 46 privates and four officers.
Fourteen federal officers who were
captured and 37 privates captured
were liberated. The federals telegraphed San Louis Potosi for reinforcements which did not arrive until
after the first battle They were met
outside the town and driven back.
Among the officers executed was
Colonel Carlos Chaves, two lieuten
ant colonels one major, four captains
Colonel Reyes
and six lieutenants.
captured two machine guns, 23.000
cartridges, 200 rifles, 123 horses and
'
imitiona.- of her
Catee,1, of
the command under General Panfilo
Natera, Inyested Zacatecas, captured
a federal troops, train at Plnos on May
31,- killing 60 of
the federals, cap
turing" a considerable supply of am
munitions ian.d,;provlBiton. The escap
ing federals fled to Zacatecas.
forces operating
Constitutionalist
against. Zacatecas and San Luis Poto
si are in close touch by wire and co'
General Carranza ;, anoperating.
nounced today that he would gSye a
statue of Francisco Madero to the city
!' .
of Durango. v'.
consti-rutionalia- ts

-

;

!

.Smallpox at Culiacan
On Board United States Ship Cali
fornia, Mazatian, Miexico, June 1 (via
wireless to San Diego, June 1.)
Smallpox has broken out a Culiacan,
the capital of Sinaloa, according to
advices received today by the com
manding officer of the American fleet.
The mortality in the constitutionalist
garrison Is said to be heavy.
"
Mazatian Garrison is Hungry
Another attempt to relieve the starv-ing federal garrison and inhabitants
of inhabitants of Mazatian was frus
trated today, when the provision shiu
General Mena was driven from the
harbor with her cargo undischarged.
General Obregon, the constitutionalist
commander, turned his artillery on the
federal steamer with such effect. that
she was forced to scurry for the open

sea

Culiacan Is a city of more than 12,-000 population and is an important
supply depot for eontlnguous territory.
The existence of pestilence there is

a

draw-back- r

to

-

between various constitutionalist forc
es that constitute the division of the

northwest
.Will Attack Cofima
That the constitutionalists are pre
paring for an attack on Colima, the
capital and commercial center of the
state of that name, is indicated in information received from Manzanlllo to
day by Admiral Howard. Constitution
alists under Trinidad Alamillo, former
goverior of Colima, are operating in
fh
vlclnitv. and are drawing their
lines around the city.
Colima is the center of the
whk-supports Manzanlllo
It is only 30 miles from Manzanlllo,
back-countr-

(tjontifnued

onl Page Five.)
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Latin-Americ-

doubts of his mental responsibility.
The four sticks of dynamite were
taken away in a bucket of water.
Later at police headquarters it was
said Jauch had confessed placing the
dynamite, hoping that by discovering
.
WHITE jS BOOSTER
it he would win a promotion. His REGAINS MEMORY AFTER
Santa Fe, June??. Superintendent of
home is in Springfield, Ohio.
Public Instruction Alvan N. White, at
Jauch, who formerly was a private
the
urgent solicitation of Joseph Swain,
in the army, Is said to have been un- LAPSE OF MANY MONTHS
president, will give next month to
der treatment for nervous trouble rearousing Interest in the National
cently at the National Soldiers' Home GEORGE BARTHOLOMEW REVEALS Education association meeting at St.
hospital. Assistant Secretary B. T.
Paul so as to have a large attendance
HIS IDENTITY TO COLORADO
Galloway was In his office adjoining
of
educators from New Mexico.. Mr.
PHYSICIANS
that of the secretary at the time the
Swain today issued a notice for the
explosive was found. Secretary Hous
6 at St.
Pueblo, Colo., June 2. The victim directors' meeting on July
ton is in Missouri attending the comtnreatsi.
Paul.
i
akin
a
of
of
memory,
peculiar lapse
The police took Daniel H. Juch, the mencement of the University ot Mis
to aphasia, "John Doe," who has been
.
watchman who found the dynamite, souri.
under observation in a local hospital
since last December, today recovered GOOD PHOpRESS WITH
ERUPTION ENDANGERS
the use of his mental faculties suffiDOUMERGUE AND HIS
ciently to tell physicians that he is
George E, Bartholomew;' former editor
FACTION RESIGN MANY FEET OF TIMBER and merchant, whose home, he says, is
iu Sanbern, Minn.
THE HOUSE WILL COMPLETE DE
ii
v
- ., ,
:
Pueblo
was
to
TAILED CONSIDERATION IN
Bartholomew
brought
MOUNT LASSEN'S LITTLE STUNT,
A FEW HOURS
on December 26 last, by officers from
Large section of the fpenchi
IF REPEATED, MAY PROVE
CABINET INFORMS PRESI
Granada, Colo., where he was found
QUITE COSTLY
DENT IT HAS QUIT
sitting In a dazed condition in the rail'
Washington, June 2 The Clay- road depot. He was admitted to the
')
2.
no
Thus
June
Cal.,
Redding,
far
Gaston
anti-trus- t
Paris, June 2. Premier
tan
27.
Until
on
'bill, the second
December
here
damage has been reported as a result hospital
on the administration
Doumergue and his colleagues of the of the
measure
failor
"Doe"
has
Bartholomew
today
eruptions of Mount Lassen in
French cabinet went to the palace of
anti-truprogram, was compJet-ed absolutely to remember his name or
Shasta
the Elysee today and resigned collec- the old county. Further activity of anything of the past. Doctors have
committee of the whole
the
in
ed
volcano, forest rangers say
tively to President Poincare.
by the house today and laid aside
would endanger millions of feet been greatly Interested in the case.
today,
a
understood
was
that prominent of
It
he
remembers
said
waiting a final votet, The Ray- The
today
patient
timber in the forest to the east
politician would he requested in the and northwest
bum hilL placing the issue of
of the peak. On the having come to Colorado to locate og
course of the day to undertake the
railroad
securities1 under the con- side there" is no danger of a a homestead. He has' a wife and two
formation, of a new cabinet. The view nprth
interstate commerce
trol
the
of
children
he
in
says,
as the slope la covered
Minnesota,
living
was' generally held in the lobbies of conflagration,
was taken up for
a
commission,
once
remembers
ran
be
that
tor
and
two
"miles
from
the summit with
the chamber that Rene Vivianl, now
debate.
general
lava, and' there is little vegetation. small paper and later conducted a
minister of public instruction, would
store in the same state. 'Efforts
Twelve automobile)
started
parties
be one of the first approached.
started from Redding to try to reach are being made by the hospital auth"
HiS'rir.
.
the 'crater,'
i' ;: TW- WiS" orities to verify the man's ; 'strange Washington, Jan. 2. The Clayton
BR6wNhPLEADS GUILTY "
.
bill was again be
story.
omnibus antl-truTSanta; FeAJune 1. In the federal
with prospects
today
fore
houset.
the
'tROliBLfe tM DOMINGO
court today,. Benjamin F, Brown,
detailed consideration would be
that
Washington, June 2. Commander MAY BE A BIG STRIKE
and newspaper 6rpbiish6r,
completed before adjournment Rapid
Scott of the gunboat Marietta, off La
.
to
pleaded guilty
tottf85ng. $549.10 Ramoiia, southern coast of Santo Doprogress has been made by the house
of the
from the postofftoeM Mosquero, UnON WESTERN LINES until only five oftoethe 22 sections
Sebo was
of.
ion county, of whiohrsj grown was mingo, reported today that
to
disposed
remain
bill
surrounded by revolutionists and all
postmistress. He wasi given, two years communication had been cut off from
Adoption of the amended labor pro
In the penitentiary by Judge .pope and
vision
that no labor or farmers' or- federals. The govern- BROTHERHOOD OF FIREMEN AND
the
beseiged
was fined $549.10, which must be paid
shall be held to be a com- ENGINEMEN I WILL TAKE ,..,
ment fears Sebo will fall and expects
in addition to the sum which bis bondshination
or conspiracy in restraint' 6f
REFERENDUM VOTE
an attack on La Ramona.
men nave to replace.
trade featured yesterday's considera
ffra,the house
Chicago, June 2. The printing and tion of the measure. When
DAWSON MAY DIE
was
It
HARVARD CREW PRACTICES
planned to con
distribution of ballots for the refer convened today
Indianapolis, Ind., June 2. Joe Daw endum strike vote of firemen and en- sider the section of the bill limiting the
he
HarRed top, Conn, June
was injured when his car was
vard crews today inaugurated the real son, who
gineers of western railroads will re use of the injunction in labor disputes.
race at
season of prepaartion for the races wrecked during the
Republican Leader Mann declared
quire ten days, but it is expected the
with Yale on June 19. Coach Wray tiie Speedway last Saturday, is still in result of the ballot can be announced that the. progressives did not know
took his varsity and freshmen eights a serious condition as a result of in by. July 14, it was Bald today fcy War how to tote on "the labor amendments
to-s
ren 8. Stone, grand chief engineer of until .after consultation with Colonel
down stream to the
stake, ternal injuries. Hospital physicians
' said
a
chance
had
Dawson
day
fighting'
atthe" Brotherhood of Locomotive Flre- - Roosevelt
where racing starts.- Wray; gave
'
'
." ;
-- r
to
recover.
on the progres
stands
colonel
..
the
form
of
"The
niea and Engineers,tention to the individual
Mr. Murdocfc
- sive
retorted
demands
the
men la'ihe boats." The practice lasted
platform,"
engineby
Sweeping
'
r-'C:
democrats
and the re
'
EO minutes.
the
,
men have been. .under discussion for "Unlike
three months" until last night when publicans, the progressives are not
and they vote theie. Individual
announced hog-tie- d
TODAY IN CONGRESS .
the managers'
PRESIDENT READS APPEAL
.
Wil-eo- n
I
were
views."
I
that negotiations
suspended.
Washington, June 2. President
sentl
their
what
not
know
course
do
as
matter
assumed
of
a
is
It
the
"They
appeal
began reading today
for clemency on behalf of the 29 labor , Washington, June 2. Senate: Met by Mr. Stone that the strike will be ments are." returned Mr. Mann. fUnauthorized, but the authority will be til the gentleman from Kansas goes
leaders convicted in the dynamiting at 11 a. m.
was
Debate
sevthe
resumed
used only after all other means, in, over to New York and asks Colonel
on,
be
repeal
will
It
conspiracy.
probably
the
Panama
tolla
of
ibe
will
exemption.
eluding federal mediation, have failed. RnnnaH 'what the centleman from
eral days before the president
,
Railroad
officials
before
will
Kansas thinks."
appeared
to
announce
he
whether
ready
ARSON PLOT FAILS.
the interstate commerce eommlttee.
interfere.
RAIN IN KANSAS
House: Met at 11 a. m.
Leicester, England, June 2. An ak
Kansas City, June 2. Heavy rains,
Debate. resumed on the Clayton om- tempt hy a suffragette of the arson
THREAD TRUST. DISSOLVED
trust bill.
squad to burn a mansion near Market averaging two inches, were general
Washington, June 2. Dissolution of nibus
to
take
Leaders
the
expected
Harborough was frustrated today by tlirmitrhout Kansas last night and to
up
the
thread trust, organized
tomorrow
the timely discoverey of iire under a day. This section of Missouri also
hill
and
securities
railroad
under the-- name of the American
to two
from one-hal- f
Satbill
staircase on which infammable matrust
thnee
all
of
by
Thread company, was ordered today dispose
rainfall.
of
terials had been piled.
inches
by the federal court aft Trenton, N. J. urdayi
,

CONSTITUTIONALISTS ARE
MARKABLY
SUCCESSFUL

GniGMTY
i

THEY DECLARE MEXICO'S SOVER
EIGNTY MUST NOT BE ASSAIL-ED IN' ANY WAY

'
j

Associated. Press Boat Off Glen
Niagara; 'Falls June 2. Still dead.
locked ove constitutionalist represen
Cove, L. I., June 4 . (by Wireless.)

The Vanitie was leading the Resolute
late in the afternoon In the second
trip around the triangular course in
the race between "the two 'candidates
for the honor of defending the Amer
ica's cup next fall against Sir Thomas
Lipton's Shamrock IV. The Resolute
had an early lead but the Vanitie
overcame it. The third candidate for
yachting honors was nofc.a participant
in today's race.
On a
triangular course the
cup yachts Vanftte and Resolute
crossed the starting line shortly before 1 o'clock this afternoon in the
first direct preliminary race on Long
Island sound, incident to selecting- a
boat to defend the America's cup.
The Resolute, owned by the .flag of
ficers' syndicate of the New York
Yacht club, slipped over the line at
12:46:12, 34 seconds ahead of the
vanitie, bttilt for A. S. Cochran. The
weather was ideal. '
Just before the boats got under
way a iresh northwester of 15 knots
wrinkled the surface of the sound, but
shortly after the start it had decreas- -

tation, the Mexican and American met
diation delegates were waiting for more
information today about the character
and ability of certain persons who had
been suggested' to compose the new;
provisional government. The Mexican
delegates are reporting to their government the developments with reference to a constitutionalist representative, but as yet no official confirmation of the subject has come from tha
mediators.
The American delegates have not
finished discussing with the mediators
the status of the constitutionalists and
are awaiting more advices from Wash
ington. Indications today were that
nothing definite would be resolved on
constitutionalist representation, though
the mediators were reported to be
framing a reply to the last Carran?:i,
note.
The statement from Durango givin v
the constitutionalist view of the mi
diatkuu conference was regarded 8
likely to delay rather than hurry th
negotiations. While no comment was
obtainable, those of the conference who
.did express uthemselves pointed to the
knois. A large fleet of yachts and statement as concrete evidence of the'
other pleasure ' craft followed the constitutionalists' misunderstanding of
raeez. "
the negotiations.
The Defiance, third of the claim
The statement, it was said, served
ants for cup defending honors, was to show a lack of information on some
unable to start today because her rig of the
Important points being treated
was being changed.
here, especially as to just what repResolute Win" First Honors
resentation in the new provisional gov
The Resolute won the honors at the ernment the conference had Intended
start She slipped over the line near for the Carranzlstas. There Is is some
ly 35 seconds ahead of the Vanitie, go reason to believe that the conference
ing fast
has planned from the first to give the
The yachts- rounded the third mark constitutionalists a
large share in the
in the following order: Resolute, provisional
but definite
government,
45 : 40 ;
Vanitie, 2 : 46 : 00, unofficial Information
line
this
has necesalong
- .
time.
sarily ;been withheld until the viewThe yachts now had .covered half points of Huerta and
Washington
the race and the VafaitJe had; gained could be obtained.
.'
14 second oo, the Resolute pnitfie first
time around the triangular
Cabinet Discusses Carranza
course.
The big sloops then stood
June 2 When the cab
Washington,
secaway for the first mark for the
inet assembled today with President
ond time around on a broad reach.
Wilson no official account of General
to one minute Carranza's
Vanitie
statement issued- - last night
this
and 20 flenlggat
q;clotk
had
been
(ther through the
receied,
afternoon, when, .tooth sloops;: were
'themselves
or from
constitutionalists'
standing along on a reach toward the the' American
at
delegates
first mark. This is the second time Faflsi The cabinet membersNiagara
a ml
course. Vanitie
around the
WhfC5 House officials, however, showAs
o'clock.
passed Resolute at 3:08
ed doepeet interest in Carranza's pro- - '
a drifter he showed to advantage.
hotfflcement as published in the morn- The yachts rounded the first mark
news dispatches, and it was taken
f
on the second time around the tri tog
discussion. ,
tor
up
angle in the following unofficial time:
"Nothing But the Sword"
Vanitie, 3:51:10; Resolute, 3:59:15.
Rafael
Zuharas, head pf the Car-r- an
Vanities had only to maintain her
z agency here, commented today
advantage to win; the race.
Mexico City dispatches repreThe Vanitie rounded the second upon
General Huerta as desiring
senting
mark on the second time around the
constitutionalists enter the
the
that
triangular course at 4 ; 50 : 15, unoffic mediation
proceedings bo that Mexi- .
Resolute-about20
ial time, with, the
affaire
oo's
might be settled by Mexi- seconds behind. ;
":
cans.
No Wind at SUrt ;"
"The constitutionalists have nothing
When the cup class yachts Vanifl;
to mediate with Huerta," he said, "arul
and Resolute made sail today for their can
only .natset him at the point of the
initial contest in the series for the sword."
selection of the American boat pre
liminary to the cup struggles In Sep
Carranza Defies Mediators
tember, there was- not wind enough
El Paso, Tex., June 2. A
to flutter the signals at the peaks of
statement from General Carranza's
the main sails. The weather was
at Durango, criticizing
before
hours
headquarters
several
tor
dear, but
noon, the time set for the race off the actions of the A. B. C. mediators
Great Captains Island, the water of at Niagara. Falls, and an announcethe sound ehone like the burnished ment from General Villa reiterating his
allegiance as a military leader to Carbrass top sides of the Vanitie.
The two yachts lay side by Bide all ranza, were the dedevolpmeota last
night in Glencove, some tea miles night of the Mexican situation Wre.
ith them was a ilia arrived today at Chihuahua City
from the start
good sized fleet of boats that win from Torreon, on hia way for a vinit
follow the contest, including the tend
(Continued on Tjp Prur)
era Capo Cod and City of Stamford.
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CROP OUTLOOK IS

Dca't De Misled if
You Have Lung Trouble

If you

ENCOURAGEMENT
TO BUSINESS

hu vp l.uoc Trouble, do not be
uf dlv-urn-of
by
to relieve that afTertloii. No speWrtc
Tft brfB found. K'kunn's lucratlux
s
for throat
ive, however.
wlitt-tan lieen
and lni:
trouble
lined In many cukca.
If .too are
skit. It might be wis- - for you to 'lnvetl-Kt- e
Ita nierlta and Us
tie of
may
bent-ti- t
to you.
Keud of this
lusting
;

mi!

caM--

ever, have ben liberally, discounted,
and the more optimistic, temper which
now prevails is seemingly well justified and should lead to greater activity later on.
HENRY CLEWS.
CITROLAX!
CITROLAXI
CITROLAX!

39.1 Setenth Ave., New York.
Oentleiun: Five year aim last AuFirst get the name down pat-t- hen
gust 1 wn tuki-- to St. r'ruui'U' HMitnl
to le treated for linuirhitlH and consentbuy it of your druggist. Just the
THIS AND PREVAILING EASE OF ed
After several weeks' treatment
ImigA
very best thing for constipation, sick
I ,"wan advised bv the doetor to no to a
MONEY ARE INDICATION .
convalescent mtnltarluui. but eould not lie
headache, sour stomach, lazy liver.
OF PROSPERITY
nilmiWeri beenuse
at tile hosThe
pital, after a tboroiiKb examination, desluggish
constipated 'bowels.
ease
and
clared my
gnvp
ljma Trouble,
nicest laxative
surest,
pleasantest,
New York, June 2. A derided me a certificate- to that effect. .1 showed
the certlQrute to Father Stark, and be adyou ever used. Tastes good like lem
me to take F.ckmnn's Alterative.
change in the undertone of the stock vised
I took the Alterative faithfully as diActs promptly, without pain
onade.
un
has
market
develoied, although
rected, and soon found myself free from
sweats and fever, and itradiiall.v got
or
nausea.
Gives you the most satis
accompanied thus far by any corre-spondinj- ? night
better. I have not taken the Alterative
ean
and
now
two
for
years,
say
The
truthfully
factory flushing you have ever had.
increase in activity.
I am well. I fell better and am stronger
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
main
foun
sickueHS."
Its
has
than
before,
my
reactionary spirit
MARY KORIIAMF.R.
(Affidavit)
Store. Adv.
Nation in an improved Mexican situa
more on requenl.)
Above
abbreviated:
I kman'a Alterative has been proven
tion, a satisfactory crop outlook and many years' test to be most efficaciousby
vere Throat and Luua; AfTectlona,
for
the DrevaUinx ease of money. The Hrouibltla.
Hronchiil Asthma. Stubborn.
GUARDS WILL CAMP
and In uphulldlng the system.
Colds
tone
has been sufficiently
change in
Contains no nan-otlcs- ,
poisons or babit-fongluAsk for booklet telling
drags.
strong to counteract quite a number
sud write to Eckmaa
recoveries,
of Influences of a not entirely Ratio-- of
Pa., for eviIN
Philadelphia,
Laboratory,
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
New
Haven
The
character.
factory
and E. O. Murphey and Bed Cross
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which Is disputed by Amhrosio Martinez, one of the petitioners.
Superintendent H. P. Coggesshall,
accompanied by Deputy United States
Marshal Carlos Craeamer in automobiles rushed this afternoon to San
Juan pueblo to serve the papers before
the deputy sheriff takes petitioners
to Tlerra Amarilla to serve 30 days in
jail in lieu of $10 fine.
Behind this simple village drama Is
the bitter rivalry of contesting factions in the pueblo of San Juan and
it is to serve the purpose of getting
a more definite opinion from the Uni
ted States supreme court to the sta
tus of Pueblo grants and the Pueblo
Indians in their relation to the state,
as was handed down in the noted San
doval case, which case has served
more or less to confuse conditions
There are many nice legal considerations and precedents which will be discussed in the briefs and arguments,
both by the United States and event
ually by the state, which is to be represented by Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy. The treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, state laws, customs, precedents
almost without number, will be cited,
it is believed.
In the menwhlle the Pueblo Indian
lives in a twilgiht zone and titles to
land derived from the Pueblo Indians
are in doubt to a certain extent until
the United States supreme court hands
down an opinion that will meet all the
issues squarely and once and for all
time define exactly whether the Pueblo
grants and the Pueblo Indians are sole
ly under the Jurisdiction of the United
States, or if only partially, where runs
the dividing line of authority between state and federal government.
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BOTH WET AND

'&.&os&numffl6 Son
Tonight and Wednesday generally cloudy.

SANTA

FE REPORTS AN EXCESS
OF PRECIPITATION AND TOO

Sale of Children's
Summer Dresses

MANY CLOUDS

Santa Pe, June

There have been

2.

six Mays since 1872 when

the

precipi-

tation was greater than last month.
After all, the entire rainfall for the
31 days waa only 2.28 inches, or as
much as sometimes falls in an hour
during a California rainstorm. It is
true, the cloudiness, too, was quite pronounced, for the sunshine averaged only
68 per cent, as against 90 per cent in
1905, but there was not a single May
day without sunshine and the dally
average of sunshine was 9.5 hours. The
highest temperature recorded was 78
degrees on May 9; the lowest 32 on
May 2, the month being remarkable
for not having a single killing frost
The least daily range was 14 degrees
on May 13 and the highest was only
32 degrees on May 28.
The greatest preciiptation in any 24
consecutive hours was .77 inch, which
occurred Sunday, Since New Year,
there haB been an excess of precipita
tion of only .23 inch, although the Impression generally has been that 1914
has been wet thus far.
The wind movement averaged only
9.1miles an; hour, the maximum velocity
having been 44 miles from the south
west on May 27.
Two days were classed as cloudy, 22
as partly cloudy and 7 as clear. Not
a single fog was recorded but there
was one hail storm on May 16. However, it did no damage. The mean relative humidity at 6 p. m, for the month
was only 36 per cent
Don't Lose Sleep Coughing

at

1--

A

to-da-

Off

3

This lot includes all
of our children's dress,
es both wash and
party. Made of ginghams, voiles and colored wash goods. All
are stylish little dresses,
neatly trimmed,
well mads. Sizes 3 to
15.
During this sals
buy these dresses at
1--

Off the

3

Regular Price
Millinery

i Price

Our complete stock of the season's1 choicest hats, for both women
and children now on sale at exactly half price.
POSITIVELY
!MH Hats
$2.00 Hats
$3.00 Hats
$4.00 Hats

.

$5.00 Hats
$6.00 Hats
$10.00 Hats

.50
$1-0-

.

EXCEPTIONS

NO

$1.50

..$2.00

$15.00

$2.50
$3.00

..,..$5.00

Hats

$7.50

Night.

Take Poley's Honey and Tar ComIt glides down your throat
pound.
and spreads a healing, soothing coating over the inflamed tickling surface.
That's immediate relief. It loosens
up the tightness in your chest, stops
stuffy wheezy breathing, eases distressing, racking, tearing coughs. Children love it Refuse any substitutes,
Contains ho opiates. O. Q. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Dubuque and Edwin T. Meredith
Des Moines.
COMFORTING

TO STOUT

of he planted the colors of his old regiment on the fort, and it was the first
union flag to wave about that strongPEOPLE hold.

Foley Cathartic Tablets are a specially good little regulator that keeps
your system in perfect working order.
No biliousness, no constipation, no distress after eating, no greasy taste, A
stout person who uses them constantly will really feel thinning out and
GENERAL
PRIMARIES IN IOWA more comfortable as a result of their
Des Moines, June 2. oVters of Iowa use. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
went to the polls today and expressed Drug Store. Adv.
their preferences for candidates for
the United States senate, the gover- BIRTHDAY OF NOTED VETERAN
a
norship and numerous state and counPhiladelphia, June 2. General
ty offices to be filled at the NovemPennypacker, one of the last nober election. The complete results of table survivors who
participated promthe primary probably will not be
inently in the civil war, received conknown before noon tomorrow. Regratulations from many friends today
publicans are chiefly interested in the on the occasion of his seventieth birthoutcome of the senatorial and guberday anniversary. General Pennypack-e- r
natorial vote. Senator Cummins and
has a war record that is believed
Governor Clarke are candidates for
to be without a parallel. He entered
and their victory by sub- the union
army as a sergeant when
stantial margins will be accepted by but 17
years old and rose to the rank
republicans generally as an indication of brigadier general through a series
that the party will come back strong of rapid promotions, due to extreme
in the elections next fall. Senator
efficiency and extraordinary bravery.
Cummins Is opposed by Arthur C. Sav He was the
youngest man in either
age of Adair and Governor Clarke is the union or confederate armies to
opposed by Judge C. G. Lee of Ames hold the full title of a
brigadier. He
and John W. Rowley of Keosanqa. The was also the
youngest man who
democrats have contests on for. all ever held the rank1 of
colonel In the
state offices except that of attorney
United States regular army. Before
general, but the campaign has been of General Pennypacker was 21
years old
an unusually friendly character. The
he was made a brevet major general
candidates for the democratic nomin of
volunteers, and was once In comation for United States senator are
mand
of an army corps. At Fort
Congressman ' Mayrice .Connolly ' of Fisher, when In command of a
brigade,

r

the Torment of Rheumatism
Remember how epry and active you
were before you had rheumatism,
bockache, swollen) aching joints and
Btiff, painful muscles?
Want to feel
that way again? You can just take
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
clear the blood of the poisons that
cause your pain, misery and tormenting rheumatism. O. GL Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.
Get Rid of

Gal-ush-

I

CAPITAL

PAID IN

NORTH DAKOTA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Jamestown, N. D., June 2. What

promises to be the most successful as
well as the largest convention ever
held by the North Dakota Sunday
School association was opened here today with hundreds of delegates and
visitors in attendance. The convention program covers three days and
calls for addresses by several officers
of the international organization and
other Sunday school experts of wide
prominece.
For An Impaired Appetite.
the appetite and
improve
strengthen the digestion try a lew
doses of Chamberlain's Tablets. Mr.
J. H. Seltz, of Detroit, Mich., says:
"They restored my appetite when impaired, relieved me ot a bloated feeling and caused a pleasant and satisfactory movement of the bowels." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
To
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK
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30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON.
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New York, June 2. Having stayed
scarcely long enough to hang tap his
shooting Irons, put away his cameras
and change his khaki outfit for a
Iboiled shirt and' spike tailed coat,
Colonel Roosevelt Is off again this
time to Spain, to attend the wedding
cf his eon. Only a week elapsed between the time of his arrival from
South America and his departure for
Europe. But during that week he had
several long conferences with George
,W. Perkins, Oifford Plnchot and other
progressive party managers and it is
a pretty safe bet that the colonel now
has a good lines on the present situation with regard to national politics.
He will be back home before the end
of June, ready to Jump into the fight.
It is ipossible that he will make a
tour to. bolster up the
country-wid- e
progressive cause before the fall elections. It Is certain, he will etump
Pennsylvania in the hope of electing
hiB friend Plnchot, who is opposing
his bitter enemy, Boise Penrose, for
the senate. To lose Pennsylvania,
which he won so easily In the presidential election two years ago, would
be a sore blow to the Rooseveltian
prospects.

'

with friends In this city until next
week, when they win go to Canada.
Their ultimate destination Is Jasper
Park, at the foot of the Canadian
Rockies.
The trip will be made by
way of the Great Lakes and thence
to Winnipeg. It will be Sir Arthur s
first trip through Canada and he Is
looking forward to it with keen pleasure.
Patrick Garley, who was found dead
in his bed one morning recently, was

to the last survivor of the
"Boodle Board of Aldermen" of 30
years ago, and long known as the
most picturesqiue saloonkeeper on the
Bowery.
Garley 'came from Ireland
as a .boy, started In life In the trucking business in this city, and by the
time he came of age he was already
a power In Tammany politics. In the
latter 70's he Btarted In the saloon
business; on the Lower East Side. His
saloon became famous as the council
room of the most powerful politicians
of that section of the city. Garley
was a man of great physical strength
and much of his popularity was due
to the way he handled his fists when
those were weapons of political imtoo.
portance. He was
When Roscoe Conkling wasi conducting the investigation Into .the charges
that the members of the "boodle
board" had received $20,000 apiece for
their votes In favor of a certain public franchise, Garley occupied the wit
ness stand for more than three hours
and came away with a reputation for
the shrewdness with which he had
fenced with the brilliant lawyer.
next

keen-witte-

Marc Klaw, of the firm of Klaw and
Erlanger, had, a birthday yesterday
and was the recipient
hie fifty-sixt- h
from his
of many congratulations
friends In the theatrical profession.
For many years Mr. Klaw has been a
shining light In the galaxy of men
who control the theatrical business in
America. He has shone in spite of
himself, for personally he Is one of
the most modest 'of mem. This in itself is enough to distinguish anyone
connected with the theatrical profession,, but more remarkable still Is the
fact that he did not ibegin his career
as a theater usher. A big theatrical
manager is 'always supposed to have
started as an lusher, juBt as the circus
magnate always begins his career as
a seller of red lemonade. But Mr.
Klaw in, his, younger days was a lawyer and was on the road' to success in
that profession when quite by accl-dehe abandoned the law and went
into the theatrical business.
Among the notable passengers who
arrived on the Olympic last week were
Sir Arthur and Lady Conan Doyle. It
is the first visit that the famous creat
or of Sherlock Holmes has paid to
America in 20 years and the first time
that Lady Conan Doyle has ever been
on this side of the Atlantic. Sir Ahthur declared on landing that he was
quite prepared to see some wonderful
changes in New York since his last
visit, but nevertheless he could not
altogether conceal his surprise at the
multitude of tall buildings, the new
bridges spanning the East River, the
subways, the tubes and other marvelous Improvements that have marked
the progress of the metropolis during
the .past two decades; Sir Arthur and
Lady Conan Doyle plan to remain
-

WOMEN FROM

45 to 55 TESTIFY
To theMerit of Lydia EPink- !

ham' Vegetable Com-- ',
pound during Change
of Life.

" I was passing
Westbrook, Me.
through the Change of Life and had
pains in mv back
I
and side and was so
f
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do my housework.
I have taken Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
it has done me a lot
of good. I will recommend your medicine to my friends
and give you permission to publish my

Mrs. Lawrence Mab-TItestimonial."
12 King St, Westbrook, Maine.
"At the Change of
Manston, Wis.
Life I suffered with pains in my back
and loins until I could not stand. I also
had night-sweaso that the sheets
would be wet I tried other medicine
but got no relief. After taking one bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound I began to improve and I
continued its use for six months. The
and hot
pains left me, the night-sweaflashes grew less, and in one year I was
a different woman. I know I have to
thank you for my continued good health
ever since." Mrs. M. J. Bkownell,
ts

ts

Wis.

Manston,
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled in such cases.

If yon want special advice writ to

Lydia E. IMnkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman, and held In strict confidence.
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A BottU of

Duffy

s Purs
Pa!t Whiskey

is the nearest doctor in case of an
emergency. Take no chances. Keep
a bottle near at hand, always, Sold
by most druggists,
grocers and dealers in sealed bottles only, at $1.00
a bottle. Medical booklet
and
doctor's advice
free.
Duffy's
and ketp wM."
Th Duffy Molt WhiVy Go., Foehwsmr, N, Y.
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Asbury Park, N. J., Standard Lines.......
Differential ..
.
,
Atlantic City, N. J, Standard Lines
Differential
Boston, Mass., Standard Lines
Differential .
Via Montreal, Quebec
Buffalo, N. Y, Standard Lines
Differential

WEDDING

WHITNEY-BACO-

Indigestion and Constipation.
"About five, years ago I began tak
ing Chamberlain's Tablets after suf
fering from indigestion and constipa
tion for years without finding anything to relieve me. Chamberlain's
Tablets helped me at once and by us
ing them for several weeks I was
cured of the complaint," writes Mrs.
Mary E. McMullen, Phelps N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
THIRD TRIAL FOR MURDER
Springfield, O., June 2. The third
time in 18 months Dr. Arthur B. Smith,
only son of cultured parents and a
physician of high standing in his pro
fession, is to b arraigned in court
here tomorrow to stand trial on a
charge of having murdered his wife.
The alleged victim of the murder, was
Dr. Smith's first wife, Mrs. Florence
Cavileer Smith, who died on March
It was believed at the time
18, 1912.
that Mrs. Smith's death came from
natural causes and no suspicions were
aroused until Dr. Smith six months later was married to Miss Mabel Merchant, a nurse, who had been in his
employ and whose home was in Newton, Mass. Largely as the result of
neighborhood gossip the remains of
the first Mrs. Smith were disinterred.
The medical examiner reported evi
dences of poisoning and Dr. Smith wa?
Indicted on a charge of first degree
murder. In both of the former trials
the juries were unable to agree as to
the guilt or Innocence of the accused
physician. Since his second trial Dr.
Smith has heen at liberty on $10,000
bond and for some time past has been
residing with his second wife at Lake-woonear Cleveland.

Round Trip Fares to Eastern Points
on Sale Daily June 1st. to
S3 Tickets September
30, 1914

New York, June 2. A large party.
o! guests representing society In New
York, Philadelphia and Boston went
by special train from this city today
to Westbury, L. I., to attend the wedding of Miss Martha B. Bacon and Mr.
George W. Whitney. The bride Is the
daughter of the former Ambassador to
France and Mrs. Robert Bacon. Mr.
Whitney Is a son of Mrs. George Whitney of this city.
The wedding took place in the
Church of the Advent at Westbury.
The Rev. Richard Pope, rector of the
church, officiated, assisted by the
Rev. Endicott Peabody of Groton, Mass.
Prominent young women of New
York, Philadelphia and Buffalo were
among the bridal party. Mr. Whitney
was attended by his brother, Robert
Whitney, as best man. Harold Vander-bll- t
was one of the UBhers. The ceremony at the church was followed by
a reception and breakfast at the Westbury country home of the bride's parents. --

him.

Garlic is selling In the New York
market at the highest figures on reo
ord. The boost in the price is not
due to the recent announcement from
a medical authority that the odorous
delicacy Is a cock-sur- e
preventative of
tuberculosis, but la the result of the
troubles in Mexico. The southern republic furnishes a large part of the
garlic supply for the New York market. Recently the shipments from
Mexico have been very small and the
market has been bare of all kinds of
garlic. The trade is uninformed
whether any more shipments are on
the way from Mexico, the general belief being that no more will come here
this season. Importers are, now look
ing forward to the entries of the new
Italian garlic, which are expected
about the end of June. Long before
that time the market here will be
stripped of the product. When the
Italian product does arrive, It is not
At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, of
likely to last long as the demand will
be unusually keen.
the Equitable Life Assurance Society,
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to
The American Museum of Safety in be the best remedy for jkidney and
this city has received hundreds of re bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
quests from all parts1 of the country He says, "Any person having kidney
or rheumatism
for rules governing shop safety, and trouble, backache,
should
be
very glad to find such a
particularly for Information as to how
a shop or. factory should be conducted wonderful( remedy!," O. G. Schaefer
and safeguarded to meet all safety and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and sanitary requirements.
For this
ILLINOIS G. A. R.
purpose vthe museum has just com111., June 2. This city is
seven
rules
a
for
Mattoon,
piled
shop
running
according to safety methods and for aglow with the national colors in hon
forming an effective safety organiza- or of the veterans of the Grand Army
tion. Here they are:
of the Republic, who are already arForm a committee of safety com- riving in large numbers to attend the
posed of one or two men from every annual encampment of the Department
of Illinois. The encampment will have
department.
the
should
furnish
its formal opening tomorrow and the
The committee
officials with reports and recommen sessions will be continued until Fridations regarding their findings, and: day.
the, officials should act promptly and
back up the efforts' of the committee.
Only One Entirely Satisfactory.
Lectures should be held at least "I have tried various, coll o and diar
rhoea remedies, but the only one that
once a month, and the workmen
sanihas
In caution, cleanliness,
given me entire satisfaction and
tation, proper 'use and care of tools cured me when I was afflicted is
Cholera and
Colic,
and their responsibility to their fel- Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea Remedy. I recommend it
low workmen.
to my friends at all times," writes S.
Keep the plant clean.
All dangerous machinery such . as N. Galloway, Stewart, S. C. For sale
cutters, lathes, punches, cog wheels. by all dealers:. Adv.
belts and moving parts should be
TAXATION CONFERENCE
guarded so that accidents are impossible , except through gross carelessDenver, June 2. Preparations are
well advanced for the eighth annual
ness.
The committee of safety should see conference on taxation, which is to
that all rules, signs, regulations and meet in this lty early in September
instructions relating to safety, health under the auspices of the National Tax
and sanitation are strictly adhered to. association. Among those who have
The workmen themselves should be accepted invitations to participate in
encouraged in every possible way to the conference are M. M. Flannery, of
cooperate In the safety work, and get the bureau of corporations, at Wash
the safety spirit
ington; Professor Carl C. Plehn, of
Get Rid of Your Rheumatism.
Now la the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can do It if you apW. A.
ply Chamberlain's Liniment.
N.
Homer
writes,
Y.,
City,
Lockhard,
"Last spring I suffered from rheumatism with terrible pains in my arms
and shoulders. 1 got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment and the first
application relieved me. By using one
oottle of It I was entirely cured." For
'
sale by all dealers. Adv.

the University of California; Congress
man Hull of Tennessee, author of the
federal income tax bill; Dr. John L.
Coulter, of the federal census bureau;
T. S. Adams, state tax commissioner
of Wisconsin; Professor A. B. Clark,
of Manitoba unversity; Dr. William
H. Allen, of the bureau of municipal
research, of New York city, and C. M.
ander, chairman of the Arizona tax
commission. The conference will .be
opened with an address by Governor
Ammons of Colorado and the several
sessions will .be presided over by Edwin R. A Seligman, president of the
association.

TRIED TO STEAL ENGINE
Albuquerque, June 2. Under a special statute governing such cases, Jose
Maria Mendez, a native of old Mexico,
employed as a platform laborer by
the Santa Fe, was arraigned before
Justice of the Peace Craig this afternoon for trying to go on a Joy ride
with a freight locomotive. Be pleaded guilty and was held la $300 for the
grand jury. Mendes got drunk yesterday and climbed aboard an engine
near the coal chutes. He threw the
throttle wide open, and if the wheels
hadn't been chained, a precaution that
is always taken when an engine is left
on a switch leading to a main tine,
he would have done a lot, of damage.
As It was two workmen under the
engine scrambled out. barely in time
to avoid getting hurt. The engine hit
another fifteen feet beyond, but ow-- j
ing to the chains the speed was so
slow that little damage resulted. A
hostler jumped aboard the cab, knocked Mendez out and shut off steam.
three other
Mendez waa fighting
workmen when Ike Herrin, a Santa
Fe policeman, ran up and handcuffed

Differential

i

CONFERENCE

ON WOOL INDUSTRY

Washington, June 2. Improvement
in wool handling and sheep husbandry
is the aim of a three-da- y
conference
which was opened at the department
of agriculture in this city today. Many
persons interested in the sheep and
wool industry appeared at the conference In response to the invitation Issued by Secretary of Agriculture Houston. The subjects scheduled for discussion Included the manufacturing
value of American wools;1 the possible
adaptation of foreign methods to American conditions, the improvement of
farm and ranch methods of handling
wool, the standardization of the wool
clip, and the prevention of damage by
dogs and predatory animals.
PICTURE OF EXHIBIT

Santa Fe, June 2. A superb photograph of the. NewMexlco building at
San Diego was received today by Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell and shows
the structure to be the most impressive and massive on the exposition
gounds. The exterior is completed,
although-2per cent of the work on
the interior still remains to be done.
The building stands high, and because
of Its massiveness and churchly appearance, is bound to be given worldwide publicity. It is sure to draw everyone of the five million visitors to
the fair next year and will give a set
ting to New Mexico's exhibit that will
make every New Mexico visitor beam
with pride. 5

FOR MISSISSIPPI
CANAL
Washington, June 2. Public officials and representatives of the commercial Interests of Minnesota and
neighboring states appeared before
the rivers and harbors board of engineers today and presented arguments
in support of the project for building
a canal to connect Lake Superior and
the Mississippi river The cost of the
canal Is estimated at about $8,000,000.
The engineers appointed to investigate
the subject have reported that, while
the project Is feasible from an engiprospective
neering standpoint the
comerclal benefits will not be great
enough to justify such large expenditure of public funds.

CHERRY

FESTIVAL

Santa Clara, Calif., June 2. Other
crops may wither or fail, but the luscious cherry continues to hold its
kingly sway In this section of California. It had its day of glory here today, when hundreds of persons gathered for the opening of the second an
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BONDS STILL UNSOLD
Santa Fe, June 2. More compli-

cations have arisen over the effort
of the state to dispose of half a mil
lion dollar road bonds bearing four
per cent interest. The bonds were
opened yesterday, thr being the third
attempt at sale. Between 40 and 50
propositions were submitted by Kelly
& Kelly of Kansas City; E. H. Rol
lins and Company of Chicago and Otis
and Company of Cleveland, the latter
being represented by Arthur Selig
man. These propositions were of
snioh a complicated and in some In
stances indefinite aature that the
state treasurer decided to put the entire matter up to the state supreme
court which will hand down a decision
on June 13. In the meanwhile, Rol
lins and Company have withdrawn
their bids, leaving only two bidders
v
In the field.

.

.

Final Return Limit
days Oct 31. 1914

nual California cherry carnival. The
carnival will continue until the end
of the week. In addition to the extensive exhibition of fruit and flowers
the program provides for elaborate enand pageantry. Cities
tertainment
and towns throughout this section of
the state are taking part in the carnival.
CIGARETTE FOES IN SESSION
Mohonk Lake, N Y., June 2. The

annual meeting of the
League of America began here today
and will continue in session until Friday. Representatives of organizations
in many states are in attendance. In
addition to receiving reports and dis
cussing plans for future work the
league will listen to addresses by physicians, business men and others as to
the ill effect of tobacco on the national efficiency. The conservation of hu
man resources by the abolition of the
icgarette habit is the key note of the
convention.

Batchelor, Agent

"Springtime is Paint Time"
inside the home as well as outside. Spring housecleaning is a
trying time for everyone, especially thp housewife. Clean up
permanently with
--

Anti-Cigaret-

BIG DAMAGE SUIT
Santa Fe, June 2. Transferred from
the district court to the federal court
yesterday, the case of Mary Bell
Whitehill vs. The Chlno Copper company and John M. Sully, is of much interest, involving as it does a claim
for $20,000 damages for injuries, in
cluding a broken ankle, received by
plaintiff from falling into a ditch on
Carrasco avenue, in the mining camp
of Hurley laid out by the defendant
.
company.
IN CONVENTION
Indianapolis, June 2. The prohibi
tion party of Indiana assembled In con-

"DRYS"

vention in Tomlinson Hall today with
an attendance of delegates from nearly all the counties of the state. Tomorrow the convention will select
candidates for United States senator
and for the various state officers to
be voted for at the election next

1 fain

Mswems

Paints, Stains, Enamels. For small expensa you can do
wonders. For instance, 10c. worth of Lucas Varnish. Stain
makes an ordinary size chair look new. A few brushfuls of

Lucas Stove Enamel gives the kitchen stove and pipes a
beautiful glossy, black finish. Everything easy to keep clean
after using any one of the fourteen quality products
made for Its special purpose. Each ready for mse.
apply them. GET THE LUCAS BOOKLET,
J7.,

.
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Moses Best

Flour

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
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who conclude that wealth will get a
person out of any1 scrape. However.
Thaw Isn' entirely out yet Anyway,
his may. toe th case that proves the
1879
ESTABLISHED
rule. Lieutenant Becker didn't get
out of hla scrape. He Isn't a millionPublished by
aire, but if money would have accomTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
plished his acquittal he would be a
free man today.
(Incorporated)
The truth hv Thaw's money doesn't
him so wonappear
M. M. PADGETT
....Editor.
derfully nun.'" A St Joseph man has
Just been given "ftis freedom by a jury
In a case where the "unwritten law"
played no stronger a part than with
If It had, not been for the
Thaw.
of
money behind the prosecution
Entered at the postofflce at
are
he
would
have
chances
the
Thaw,
a
Imm Vegis, New Mexico for
free long ago.,
through the United 8Utea been
Did you ever stop to think that
matter.
as
aeconJ"
class
pula
there is unlimited funds behind the
prosecution of every alleged criminal?
TEhMS dfct.SUBSCRIPTION
Theoretically, the state is willing to
Dally, by Carrier
spend million that Justice may be
$ .06 done.
rer Copy
To counterbalance this, we
JL6
One Week
start in, presumably, with the pre.65
One Month
the accused Is inno
sumption
7.50
Dne Tea;
cent. In how many cases is this preDally, by Mall
sumption really held?
One Tear (In advance)
.16.00 Attacking1 the theory of our court
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
procedure is, ea8y, but pretty hard to
7.00
One Year (In arrears?
anywhere with after all. Deget
3.75
Hx Months (in arrears).
spite everything, the simplefact remains that innocentahd glulty alike
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this is a purely internal problem and
that they will tolerate no outside interference. Indeed, this is their attitude
with regard to the entire proceedings
of the mediation committee. They deA
clare that if let alone they will settle
the entire Mexican problem in a few
months, and in proof of their ability
to do this, point to what they have
already accomplished in the wa of drivs
of the
ing the federals from
area of the country with the Immin(Continued from Page One)
ent prospect of securing the other third
to Juarez on the border here. Carran- - In no" great time. '
za was reported as having begun pre
They point also to what they have
parations to move by way of Torreon already done and are doing in settling
to Saltlllo, where he will perfect his the agrarian problem.
"When shown statements bearing
provisional government
The statement from Durango, where Inference that should the Niagara
Carranza's provisional
government j Falls plan not be agreeable to the con
has been established several days, was stitutionalists tney would be rorced to
addressed ;to the American press, with accept it or be crushed, the constitua note to the effect that it had official tionalist leaders ask, how and by
sanction, although it Is not a formal Whom; They point out that the aldeclaration. The telegram arrived leged object of the Niagara Falls conhere over .'the National telegraph ference was to promote peaceful settlement With nearly
of
wires, in English, a copy of which
Mexico in their control and now being
"The dominant sentiment of the con restored to a basis of peace after four
stitutionalists regarding the proceed- years of civil strife, the constitutionings of the mediation commission at alist leaders fail to see what peaceful
Niagara Falls Is one of astonishment measures could be bioiignt to bear to
that there should be such an apparent constrain them to accept the plant
lack of understanding on the part of
Have An Army of 50,000
that body not only with regard to con"They assert that with an army of
ditions in Mexico, but as to the atti- approximately 60,000 men in the fieM,1
tude of the constitutionalists regard the occupation of the remainder of
ing the mediators. This lack of under Mexico, the capture of the capital and
4
;
f- standing Is not confined to the com the complete elimination of Huerta
missioners themselves but seems to be and his followers is a matter of not
(Cash In Advance for Mailt'
"
;
shared by a large portion of the Am- more than two months. Should any
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
erican press as well as by the Wash- or all of the foreign nations party
order. It sent otherwise we will not
to the conference at Niagara decide
ington government,
e respoiiiiie f orlosa.
'
as a result of that conference,, called
Entitled to Recognition
Specimen copies free on application.
"Judging from what '.has been pub- to promote peace, to use force bo inof their plan, the conlished fronv day to dtiy, the mediators sure
stitutionalists
to
feel
it would present a
Carranza
consider
AT
General
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
appear
and his followers as a negligible quan- situation so contradictory as to be luEXPIRATION OF TIME
'
PAID FOR
tity scarcely worthy of attention and dicrous. The announcement that a
who must perforce agree t whatever basis has been secured for the solu(Continued from Page One
conclusion
the commission may reach. tion of the agrarian question was reare guaranteed the
Advertisers
do not seem to be aware of the ceived with laughter. The constituThey
targest daily and weekly circulation and Its occupation by the constitution fact that the
are tionalists do not acknowledge the
constitutionalists
f any newspaper la northern New allsts would effectually Isolate that
ji
right of the mediators to rule conthat
haev
conquerors,
inauguratthey
Mexico.
part. Colima ia a city o about 25,000 ed and carried to almost
successful cerning this subject especially as the
population.
completion, a revolution, and that this stand of the Huerta party on the mat
TELEPHONES
means the establishment of a govern- ter largely was responsible for the
Money Scarce in Tamplco
Main 2
Business Office
ment entitled to recognition
the unrest in Mexico.
Tampico, June 1. (By way of rest of the world. The recent by
News Department ....
"The constitutionalists assert the
.Main 2
successBrownsville, Texas," June 2.) The Uni es of the
mediators have not been able
foreign
constitutionalist
and
army
ted States transport Hancock today
Others that are imminent are conclus- to settle this question in 'their own
TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 1914.
arrived with 270 refugees, who were
ive proof that the power of Huerta is countries, and yet they apparently
transferred outside the port to the col
ended. His troops will not take it upon themselves to settle so
lier Lebanon and then landed In he practically
WHY WE BOOST IT
either run away or join grave a matter for a country of whose
fight.
They
city. Most of them were men intertheir
with every sign of local conditions they must he ignor
opponents
in the oil industry and seeking
'
ant. The leaders explain the
The efforts of . the Normal Unlvier- - ested
Willingness.
,,
n
to resume he occupation..
s
the
club
to
Commercial
and
v
ity
bring
Too Strong to be Ignored
'
The oil operators generally are re
;i large number of students here for
"All that prevents the constiutidh-alist- s
to commence their activities
Iuctant
j lie summer school of the big state
from entering Mexico City today
on account of the difficulties surround
institution have resulted must success- is
the
physical obstacle of the deing the general situation In Mexico, es
ully. It is believed the enrollment
struction
of the railroads. With comthe
conference
the
of
will be the largest In the history of pecially during
munication restored, which is being
.
mediators
Falls.
at
Niagara
he Normal. The official boosting or
fhe acute scarcity of currency is accomplished with rapidity, the army
ganization of th:ity has recognized
would be in Mexico City in less than, a
the value of the Normal and its eta gravely affecting all business Interests week. Let the constitutionalist
leaders
dents to the community, and citizens here. It is impossible to obtain sufficomto
the
deliberations
the
of
point
cient
either
constituor
national
bills,
in general are beginning to realize the
mission and the statements of the press
of
and
for
tionalist,
payment
employes,
advantage of having the town filled
as absolutely ignoring this situation.
with bright young people intent tapon there is practically no email change
The peace commission even goes so
in
to
circulation.
small
the
Owing
getting a good education.
far as to propose that the constitution
They patronize the stores and leave number of bills in the city the ex alists must
recognize what ver provi
a considerable amount of money be change for American currency has sional government
they decide to set
hind them when they depart. The ma-- been reduced here to dos pesos for one
to
declare
that they must be
and
up,
jority of them go away full of love American dollar.
One-Fourtforced to recognize that government
Xor the Normal and admiration for
s
or
be
crushed.
,
Rebel Ammunition Held
las Vegas and its wonderful climate.
- Who Will Crush Them?
New Vork, June 2. Five hundred
Those who live in, neighboring states
"The constitutionalist leaders are
liave formed the habit of bringing tons of ammunition ordered by the
their friends when they return for Mexican constitutionalists, which ar wondering how they are to be forced
each succeeding summer school and rived In New York today from Bridge- to do this In view of their present ac
have been responsible for the location port, Conn., will not be allowed to complishments and by whom they are
leave this Dort. Although It was stat- to be crushed if" they decline to obey
here o many desirable families.
comif yfbuld be difficult to measure the ed at the ctfstomBrhouse no instruc- the commission. Calmly, too, the
mission
Huerta
shall
that
be
proposes
vatae of each Normal student to the tions had been received from Washbe
to
candidate
a
for
the
permitted
was
declared
it
procommunity. TEe school itself Is gain- ongton, official";
in order merely to save his
ing a wide prestige that is a good ad- bable any vessel bearing, arms or am presidency
Do
think the const! tutiona-alist- s
face.
they
either
the
munition
of
comsignedjto
vertisement for Las Vegas. Thf Comv
consent to that any more
will
factibnf)
'lie
would
refused
Mexican
a.3to
well
meroial club did
lend it its
With or without Nainsook
than they will consent to recognize a
clearance papers.
provisional government constituted as
;j finish, per yard
Aside from the material advantages
the commission proposes of one perFederals Burn Casino
cf having the Normal University loMonterey, Mexico, 7nne 2 The only son selected by Huerta one by themcated here, Las Vegas people are bestructure
burned byjfhe'federals when selves and one, perhaps, but not at all
to
realize
the
of
the
ginning
scope
evacuated'
.'Saltlllo
school's work as an educator of youth they
lay 20 was Hkely, by the constitutionalism?
Attitude of Defiance
Information
to
the
'according'
Casino,
are
more
more
and
and
to de
coming
rive satisfaction in being able to as- regarded as .aii then tic'; reaching here "No one, the constitutionalist leaders
sist young people ia securing j 'the yesterday, f Theame information, had point out, who has had any acquaintance with the objects and purposes of
knowledge that will make them valu- it; that; the constitutionalists looted
their movement would f ancy for a
!few
Huerta
a
of
the
houses,'
property
able citizens. It ia for this reason,
'left
fed
with
single moment, tbafc they vwould ever
the
sy'ftjpa'thiifers.
wh
as
matefikl
as
much
for
of
hope
just
consent that they wouJd arve anything
;
advantage, that the Commercial clitb eral army. , v.
whatever to do with any one friendly;
15J B erkley Long Cloth, yd 12c
and the citizens in general have en7
toi or heretofore" connected with Huer
listed in the "Larger, ftorifria! 'MovTHAW MAYiASK RELEASE
ta. The constitutionalists make It
.
ement"
Washington, June 2. The record
30o Berkley Long Cloth, yd 24c
of the extradition proceedings for Har- plain beyond question that they will
,
a
35c Berkley
government
that
recognize
federal
district
they
yd28c
ry K. Thaw before the
. T1IE STRUGGLE FOR
court of New Hampshire today reach- will recognize a government establish
ic lards Limited to Lacn
JUSTICE
ed the supreme court. It is expected ed under the plan of Guadalupe at the
that an application will be made with' triumph of the revolution, According
Customer)
Harry Thaw, to mention whose in a day or' two to Justice Holmes for to this plan the commander in chief
of the constitutionalist army would he
name in a newspaper should almost be Thaw's release pending a review.
the provisional president of the Mex
ufficiejit' cause for the arrest of
ican
summer
republic, while the elections are
will
In
the
SYMPATHY
GEORGE APPRECIATES
spend
omebody,
the 'White mountains. Under custody, Washington, June 2. President Wil- being verified and the constitutional
f course. The eherff and his deputy son received today from King George order is restored to the country.
will go right along and stop right at the followinr5TPTJ35 t Wa message of
Conquerors of Country
v
f
the same hotel, so it will be inconven- yesterday concerning' the loss of the "They point out the fact that con
querors ere noVusually wont to permjt!
ient for White's slayer to. get away Empress of Ireland:
SheetBest quality 36-l5f he wanted to and there appears 'To the President
of the United tie conquered, to dictate the terms of
Per
ings
.
yard
mo reason why he should want to). A
peace, which Is practically what Is to
States of America:
be
asked of them by the commission
lot of people would be willing to spend "I thank you sincerely for your
the summer at a good hotel In the sympathy in the terrible disaster to Constitutionalists are especially caustic
"White mountains, even under surveil- the- Empress of Ireland, and for your In their comment on the proposal of
'
.
kind thoughts for the families of those the of the commission to take up the
lance. ' t
This will slve a grand opening for who havo perished."
agrarian question and propose some
form of settlement. They declare that
"GEORGE, R I."
more ironical talk by the pessimists
(Signed)
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for local settle-

ment and that the only parties to

the Niagara Falls plan who understand local affairs are men who 'hold
radically opposite views to those of
the great majority ta Mexico. .The
inference that Huerta might-- ' be
aroused to become a candidate for
president at a future electloa'Vfa regarded as impossible. He t regarded
as a criminal by the constitutionalists
and that he would be a candidate for
anything except the guillotine or the
electric chair is not considered seriously by them."

in.".

i
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NEED NOT BE COSTL Y

TO BE GOOD.

semi-offici-

note relating to the mediation conference at Niagara Falls was published
under a prominent heading in El
today. It says:
"We can give the assurance that the
peace conferences are on the good road
and the conciliation between the mediators and delegates must be based on
respect to our soevreignty and to the
dignity of the Mexican nation. The
unhlif uUl lrnnw All In twn nr threl
days and our readers will then recognize that we speak the truth when we
declare that our honor and dignity will
be saved."

. . .

This year we hare more presents suitable for
"
the boys than ever before.;'
.
i

And for the girls you can always find some
thing to please them

AT

c
TAUPERT

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 2. The market
closed weak. Liquidation of special

stocks and unsatisfactory trade and
crop news provoked a slow downward
movement, In which many shares lost
1 to 3 points.
Professional selling was
heavier In the closing hour. New Haven hroke to 63,&. Lehigh Valley fell
nearly 3 points. The last sales were:
70
Amalgamated Copper
108
American Sugar Refg
.

..

GRADVA TION
PRESENTS

Mexican Honor Saved
Mexico City, June 2. A

Atchison,

.

a

lei

:

Germany Mad No Protest
Berlin, June 2. No Instructions In
connection with the steamers Tpir-ang- a
and Bavaria, fined for landing
at Puerto Mexico arms and ammunition for Huerta, have been given by
the German foreign officers to Count
Von Berstorff, German ambassador to
the United States.

two-thir-

jl

j

Ian problem is one

Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?
'"Ml).

,.i,

96

.163

Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel

91
153
60

packers and butchers $7.958.07;
lights $7.808.05; pigs $7.257.65;
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Cattle, receipts 6,500. Market steady.
Kansas City, June 2 Hogs, - re- Prime fed steers $8. 309. 30; dressed
ceipts 12,000. Market strong. Bulk beef steers $7.508.50;
western
heavy
$8.O58.07; steers $7.408.75; southern steers

j

$61508.25; cows $4.507.50; calves
$6;5010.
'
&heep, receipts 8,000. Market steady.
Lambs $78.80; yearling3 $6.25
7.25; wethers $5. 506. 25; ewes $4.50
5. 65.

June Sale of White Goods and
M uslin Underwear

w

Off All Muslin Und ergarments

h

(Nelson & Landsberg's Make)

35c Flaxon

Cambric

Linen
,f

36
--

"

12c

See Our Window Display of

li

v
Y

Corset

White Gowns,

Snow

1

--

,

X

,

15c Lonsdale

English Long Cloth
Reduced

j

A

k.

Covers, Drawers, Petticoats,
'Combination ' Suits

tJ

2l

"

12ic Lonsdale
Muslin

-

l
SlSjLi
1

.

'"ees

white

wide,

per yard

23c
L

INDIA

LINON

AND

PER-

SIAN LAWNS SPECIALLY

((
Fashion Exhibition of Negli- lOo vams$ pefyard- and the New Lingerie 12c values per yard:l-- - 10
L12o
15o
-.'-

value, per yard
values, per pard
20c values, per yard
25c values, per yard

17o

'

Our exposition ot underapparel and neghgee
equals in daintiness and beauty the new dresses
themselves. A glance over this lovely collection
will convence 'you of their merit, , , , , v

'

"

Entire Stock Reduced Twenty Five Per Cent

MJ

;

,rv

if

1.

IVU

L. LAS VEGAS.

Y

1

I

I

-80

14

c
16c
20c

.

Sun Bleach

Linen Specials
45o Irish Linen, yd
65c Irish Linen,

36o

yd.B2o

Thb J3TOrVfior Quality1

'

.

inches

j

.

10c

only,

PRICED

Mid-Seas- on

.

Long-Cloth-

i

65a Butchers' Linen, yd52o
75c Irish Linen, yd
62c

7

f'

it.

vr

)i

1

$1.25 Linen Sheeting, &0
inches wide, per yd.$l.00

N.Mf
u

'

-

LAS VEGAS 'DAILY- OPTlCTUfeSDAY,
i

PERSONALS

'

filed with Justice W. F. Calhoun of
the mesa for an order for the return
of the cattle and Albert Gerard was
deputized to drive the animals home.
He went to the Davis ranch, but Dart
still refused to give them up, it 1
said.
y ;
i
Tfie matter then was turned over
to the district attorney's office and
compla'nt on a charge of resisting an
orncer and cruelty to animals was
made against Davis yesterday. The
latter charge was made because Mr.
Gerard had been told that his cattle
had been without food or water since
straying into the Davis property,
Just before" the trial in Justice Murray's oKice yesterday evening Davis
offered to release; the cattle, thus end
ing what might lave been an exciting
trial,

M. A. Gales of Mora was a business
visitor la the city today,
Wi,L. Stutobs of Denver was a business' visitor in the city today.
R.' M. Leigh of Ratou came in last
night for a 6hort business visit.
J. H. Kelley of Watrous was a business visitor in the city today.
W. W. Tipton of Watrous was a
busikesa visitor in the city today.
C. C. Ostrander of St Louis was a
business visitor in the city today.
C. M. Roha of Kansas City came in
last night for a short business visit
R. R. R. Cook of El Paso, Tex., was
a commercial visitor in the city today.
Mrs. N. Fv Gallegoa of Clayton, N.
M came in last night for a short visit
w; W. B. Taylor of Pecos, N. Mi, MRS KOHN WILL HAVE
came in yesterday for a few days'
visit.
CHARGE OF MUSIC
George Cantwell of Alamosa, Colo.,
is a business visitor in this city to remain some time.
LAS VEGAS WOMAN WILL TEACH
W. R. Carter of Albuquerque came
IMPORTANT SUBJECT IN
in last night for a short business Visit
COUNTY
' He is a commercial man.
Max Rex, pure food inspector for
Santa Fe, June 2. Superintendent
this state, came in last night from. of Public Instruction Alvan N. White
Phoenix, Aria,, for a short business today approved the contract of the
visit
sij Torrance county Institute for Marie
J. W. 'Hesselden, connected with a Lee Keenan of Albuquerque as instruc
bank in Wagon Mound, came in last tor, in place of Miss Hilda Hetzel, who
Jiight from Albuouerque for a short resigned.
The contract for Mrs.
visit with friends.
Adolphine Kohn of Las Vegas for in
J. R. C, Sartln, connected with the structor of music at the Bernalillo
Santa Fe Railway company, came in county institute,, was also approved.
last night from .Topeka, Kas., for
short business visit.
- CHTCAGO
BOARD OF TRADE1
Misa Pearl Hutchison of the Nor
Chicago, June 2. Bullish cables tomal University left today for Chicago,
day caused wheat to advance. There
where she will be for the next few was a decrease of more than 6,000,000
months on a vacation.
bushels for the week in the European
Mr. and Mrs. George Laemmle will visible
supply. Besides, disturbing re
Jeave this evening for points in In- ports as to heat and
drought came
diana and Ohio, where they expect to from a
large area in southwestern
.visit relatives for several montha.
Russia. The market here, which had
Miss Anna Hoag and Miss Lucy
higher,
opened unchanged to
Thomas ot Hagerman, N. M., came in scbred a
all around upturn
subsequent
last nteht and will attend the New The close was steady,
to
above
Mexico Normal University this sum
last night.
mer.
Corn developed strength as a result
Arthur Cooper, who has been em- of
improved eastern demand. Bull
ployed iby the Las Vegas- Mercantile leaders were predicting an absolute
company as a clerk, left last night for
before the new crop came in
his home in Wagner, Okla., where he scarcity started
a shade to 1 to
Prices
up
wili' remain.
adn continued to ascend. The close
WT
Mrs..G. E. Sanders, mother of
was firm
to 1 cent net higher.
C. Sanders of this city, came in this
Oats went higher with other cereals
afternoon from her home in Hutchin
Good rains were ignored.
.
son, Kas., and will visit her son here
In the provision market, packers
weeks.
next
few
for the
took to the buying side and quotations
Miss Susie Whitaker will leave this
gradually climbed. Offerings were de
will
where
she
evening for St Louis,
meager. The closing quota
cidedly
spend her vacation. Miss Whitaker tions were' as follows:
is a member, of the faculty of thj? Wheat,
July 87; Sept. 85.
New Mexico Normal University,
t Corn, July 69; Sept. 67.
Oats, July 40; Sept. 38.
Pork, July $20.25; Sept. $19.87.
HUTCHINSON IS
Lard, July $9.97; Sept. $10.15.
Ribs, July $11.22; Sejt. $11.32.
.
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BAER IS

CHOSEN
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National League
W.

MANAGER

...........22

Cincinnati .
Pittsburgh

26
21
16

LUDW1G W. ILFELD WILL ACT "AS Brooklyn
Chicago
PRESIDENT OF THE AS- - '
St. Louis

80CIATION

Ludwig W, Ilfeld was selected last
night to be the president of the Las
Mr. IlVegas baseball association.
feld was chosen, by the baseball commission, which was authorized by the
players and fans to select the officials of the team and to act as- the directing' body of the association.
The other officials chosen are:- F.
D. Baer, manager; Howard Simpklns,
secretary, and L. T. Swallow, treasurer. All members of the commission,
which is composed of L W. Ilfeld, W.
P. Southard,. Howard Simpking, F. D.
Baer and Charles P. Trumbull, who do
not hold offices such as were created
last night will act as the controlling
body of the organization and will be
consulted at all times on matters per
taining to baseball.
It was decided tt the meeting, which
occured at the Commercial club,
that baseball should not be played for
the accumulation of any special funds
but that the game should be continued
for the benefit of the fans. An admis
sion will be charged to all games bat
at the end of the season all funds not
used in actual expense will go to the
benefit of the players.
The first game of the 1914 season
will occur next Sunday at Amusement
park when a double header will be
placed. The East and West Side
teams will play while teams composed
of the married men of this city and
those of Wagon Mound 'will contest.
The Wagon Mound aggregation will
arrive in thla city 40 strong
All ball .players having the old Mar
oon uniforms or the white suit? with
the grey stripe are requested to turn
the suits over to Manager F. D. Baer
at an early date. This is requested so
that the commission may know how
many suits are on hand. As the suits
rightly belong to the team represent
Ing Lasi Vegas, it has been decided
that all uniforms must be turned in
and checked out to players before fur
ther use.
The meeting was enthusiastic and
showed that the men chosen by theplayers to begin baseball action are
willing to endeavor to furnish the
best possible baseball.
-

DOIEEHEADER ON
SUNDAY AFTERNOON

,

19
19
15
10

Philadelphia .
Boston

L.

Pet

U

.667
.634
.583
.471
.463
.442

15

,

15
18

,

22

.

:

.24
19

24

Since It

organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted ite efforts to the
.

Make This Bank Your Bank.

.441
.294

.

Santa Fe, June 2: Miss Sue Hutch
inson of East Las Vegas, a graduate
of the University of Missouri, who has
both the A, B. and B. S. degrees from
her alma mater, was today appointed
of examiners
a member of
to pass on the examination papers of
the different teachers' Institutes,
task of herculean proportions. Superin
tendent of Public Instruction Alvan N,
Professor J. H.
White, reappointed
Dowden, principal of the high school
at Raton, the second" member of the
board. The third member has not yet
leen determined upon as there are
quite a number of applications, the
position Ipelng one much sought after.
It generally takes six weeks to go over
all of the examination papers.
the-boar-

HELD CATTLE THAT

We Pas

2

ENTERED HIS RANCH
JAMES DAVIS, CHARGED WITH
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, SET,
HTLES WITH NEIGHBOR V
v

James Davis, a mesa rancher, was
taken before Justice D. R. Murray
yesterday evening to answer a charge
of resisting an officer and cruelty to
animals, brought against him by A.
J. Gerard. Prior to the trial a partial agreement was entered into by
the parties concerned and the charge
of cruelty to animals'was not forced.
Mr. James was sentenced to 0 days
in jail and fined the costs of the case.
Justice Murray suspended the jail
eenbence, and Davis was released
upon payment of the fine.
Saturday afternoon 32 head of cattle belonging to A. J. Gerard strayed
from the Gerard ranch and ia some
way entered the Davis
property.
When .Mr. Gerard discovered this he
sent for the cattle, but Davis refused
to allow them to leave his ranch, according to the story, A request was
,

'

W.

L.

Pet.

14

.611
.598
.585
.500

22
Philadelphia
h
S3
Washington
Detroit . ............24

16

......19

17
19

Boston . ............18
17
New York

19
20

18
13

23
25

.
.

St. Louis

Chicago
Cleveland

.

.486
.459
.439
:342

"

Federal League
Baltimore
Buffalo
Chicago

W.

L.

21
18

12
15

19

18
15

18
16
21
21
18

16

20

.455
.444

W.

L.

Pet

26
23

14
15
16

.650
.603
.590

....... ..15

.

Brooklyn
St Louis

....18

Kansas City
Indianapolis ,
Pittsburgh .

.

.636
.545
.514
.484

4

Des Moines

Lincoln
Omaha
Wichita
Topeka

. .20

...21 .... ...,.(, ...17

.
.

..23

.

.

...........16
13

.

this spring, joined
Pittsburgh Nationals here today.

CHINO COPPER
New York, Junie 2. Chino copper,
41

18

8

was the quotation today.

20

.381

28

.317

Western League

Sioux City at Denver.
Oniaba at Topeka,

'"

ETA 1 L
Main

SiowdrIft

v

;

WHAT IS IT?
It is the highest grade of shortening that can be, produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
Murray in the hurdles. California field
Experts figure that Colorado will
athletes, on the form they displayed give Illinois a great battle in the one-miat Cambridge should win a place in the
relay and the Kansas quartette
front for their team.
,.,-Is also counted on in this event.
i

le

Our Leading, Athletes
OUR

...

i

MARTIN SHERIDAN

lZZtiaLloWJto
It is the one

tobacco that
help them, keeP them in trim,
prcoent them from going 'stale.
Tuxedo.

Tuxedo leads

bar none."

world-famo-

athletes

us

triumphed for America at the

?nx.
Denenciai.

.

....
'

Famous, Americans in every walk of life
doctors, lawyers, actors, singers, public
speakers, statesmen, business leaders smoke
and endorse

I

I

i

n

rw

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

Tuxedo grew rapidly in public favor with-

GASTON STROBINO

'Tuxedo is the tobacco for the
athlete. It never hurts mywind,
and always steadies my nerves.
'"
'Cuxeda fat
'

out advertising; its natural growth reached
the stuperidous total of fifty or sixty million
packages a year. Not until the past few
months has it been possible to keep up with
the demand for. Tuxedo. Now increased
facilities make it possible for every man to
j

smoke this best of tobaccos.

Tuxedo is fine ripened Burley tobacco of the
highest grade aged until thoroughly mild and
mellow, lhen treated by
the famous "'Tuxedo Process," that removes the
last trace of "bite" and
develops all the delicious

Burley fragrance and

flavor.

Pure, mild, deis absoTuxedo
lightful
lutely

non-biting--t-

ry

it.

j

2 5 2
R. H. E.
Philadelphia .
Boston .
1
...S 9 1 Chicago
1Q 13
Batteries: Busch and Schang; Leo Kansas City
i 5 6
nard and Thomas.
Batteries: Harris, Adams and East
erly; MeGuire and Wilson, Block.
Federal League
R.H. E.
R. II E.
At Pittsburg- hBuffalo . ...
2
6 1 Buffalo .
2
7 1
10 1& 2
1
6 3
Pittsburgh. .
Pittsburgh
Batteries:
Morgan, Brown and
Batteries: Ford and Blair; Walker
Blair; Dickson and Berry.
and Berry.

the men

Olympic Games in Stockholm are
amonor the thousands who Herlnre that
V5 not only extremely enjoyable, but.

H'j

Ag-ne-

St. Joseph at Wichita.
Des Moines at Lincoln.

R

Join with other famous Americans
in Praising Tuxedo Tobacco
J..

'

7

WHOLESALE AND

TRACK TEAMS. IT IS BE
LIEVED, WILL WIN MANY CONFERENCE POINTS

...8

League

SWASTIKA COAL

THEIR

At St. Louis
R. H. E.
;
6 10 3
Cincinnati .
r. ....... ...4 12 0
St Louis
Batteries: Ylnglfng, Douglass, Lear
and Clark; Robinson, Grlner, Steel,
Hagerman and WIngo.

Federal
At Kansas City

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

TO MAKE GOOD RECORD

RESULTS

c-9

AH D 17,0 fl D

L,

WESTERNERS EXPECTED

Chicago, June 2. Four of the squads
of athletes wnich will compete next
Friday and Saturday for the confer
ence championship participated In the
University of Chicago field meet to
National League
Besides the maroon, Leland
day.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E. Stanford, Colorado and University of
..'..11 13 1 California teams worked out.
New York
7 16 5
Philadelphia
The westerners are expected to cut
Batteries: Mathewson and Meyers, heavily into the points next Saturday.
McLean; Mayer, Jacobs and E. Burns. The Stanford men, who gave Chicago
a close brush for the Missouri valley
At Brooklyn-Bos- ton
R.H. E. title last week, appeared stronger than
.
2 7 0 was
expected, especially with Wilson
6 16 1 In form for the
Brooklyn .. .. ..I'..,
distance runs and
Batteries:
Tyler, Critchen ,and
Whaling, Goudy; Aitchison and Mc- Carty.
YESTERDAY'S

GO A

.526

',

21 v J500
21 , .447

.

Federal League- - ,
Chicago at Kansas City.
Indianapolis at St Louis.
Buffalo at Pittsburgh.
Baltimore at Brooklyn.

t

'

the

1

R.H.E.

,

ROGERS JOIN PIRATES
Chicago, June 2. G. H. Rogers, cat
cher, who was with the University of

..46? Michigan team

Western League
Sioux City
Denver
St. Joseph

A St Louis
"
R. H E.
6 14 4
Indianapolis
St.' Louis
.V
4 12 3
Batteries; Falkenburg and Rariden;
WUlett Brown and Simon.

At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Baltimore
1 7 2
Brooklyn
....4 6 2
Batteries:
Conley and Jacklitsch;
Pet. Seaton and Land.

.

i

,

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors
We Pay 4
on Time and Savings Accounts

A

on Checking Accounts

,

American League

At Chicago
R. H. E.
WAGON MOUND VS. LAS VEGAS:
LIGHTNING KILLS OFFICER
3
9 3
Pittsburgh
EAST SIDE VS. WEST SIDE,
Silver City, N. M., June 2. A bolt of
7 8 1
Chicago J. ..j
IS THE PROGRAM
lightning yesterday afternoon struck
Batteries: O'Toole, Conselman,' Kan- Sunday afternoon at Amusement tlehner and Gibson; Cheney and Arand instantly killed Captain Joseph O,
Walkup, of the medical corps of the park a doubleheader bail game will cher.
United States army stationed at Fort be played which undoubtedly will
draw a large) crowd).. The first game
Bayard, near here.
Western League
will
be between the married men of
come
to
Silver
had
At Lincoln
Captain Walkup
R. H. E.
City on business, and was returning to Wagon Mound and those of this city, Lincoln .
...6 8 3
Ford Bayard in his automobile by way while the East and West side ball Des Moines
..5 9 0
of 'Central when a severe electrical teams will contest In .the second game.
Batteries:
Scroggins, Cboney and
This will be the first admission Rehor; Collier, Klnsella and
storm overtook him. In the car with
Haley.
cents
him were Captain and Mrs. Tillman game of the season. Twenty-fiv- e
and General iMoore, Mrs. Tillman s will ibe the admission fee while 10
At St Joseph
R. H. E.
cents will be charged for the grand Wichita
father.
2 7 3
Between Central and Fort Bayard a stand. Boys under 15 years of age St Joseph
8 11 2
bolt of lightning struck the car over will be charged at the rate of 15
Batteries:
Durham,
Vaught and
turning it Captain Walkup was. struck cents.
Graham; Sterner and Schang.
This game will be under the aus
squarely in the forehead and died in
of the newly Formed baseball
pices
the
of
The
other
occupants
Amerloan League '
stantly.
'
VHu.
car were .badly shaken up, but sustain commission and the public is expect
Detroit
'
cause
in
to
ed
to
the
lend
its
support
no
serious
1 10
ed
Injury.
Chicago The death of Captain Walkup has order that better ball may be played Detroit
J2 11 1
caused widespread sorrow, as he was this summer than was the case last
Batteries; Faber and Schalk; Dauss
one of the most popular officers ever year.
and Stan age.
The lineup for the local married
stationed at Fort Bayard. He was a
team Is as follows: Judge O.
men's
marked
was
of
At Boston
and
R. H. E.
ability
physician
a u li ti r.i
Leahy, lb; Louis Shupp, p; Dr. H.
the
expert of. the army hospital
0 6 1
Miller, c; Edward J.. McWenle, 3b; Boston
at the post He had recently been pro
5 1
moted to a captaincy and was an of- Jack ' Stewart, ss; V. Rathburn, 2b;
Batteries: W. Johnson., and Wil- ficer tf unusual promise. He is surviv Erie Hoke, if; Leslie Wltten, cf; Hams; A. Johnson and Cady.
'
Charles,P. Trumbull, rf; James, p.
ed by a wife and one child.
At New, York
Tbafregula East and .West side
Rj, H. E.
lineups under the captainship of John Philadelphia
13 1
TODAY'S BASEBALL', j
Harris and Frank AngeFJwill play in New York .
-13 1
American League
the second game.
Batteries: Bender, ABressler, Plank
Chicago at Detroit
and Schang; Schultz, Cole, Warhop
St Louis at Cleveland.
TODAY'S GAMES
and Gossett, Rogers.
Washington at New York,
National League
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
Boston.
Philadelphia at
.
R.H.E. Cleveland 5 10 5
'.
2 5 4 St. Louis
New York .
10 9 2
NatlonSl League
Philadelphia .
.....9 1 3 Batteries: Gregg, L. James, Hager
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Batteries: Marquard, Fromme and man, Mitchell and Carlsch, O Neitl;
"Cincinnati at St Louis.
Meyers, McClean, Oschger and Killifer. W. James, Hamilton and Crcjssin,
"ew York at Philadelphia.
'
Boston at Brooklyn.
'
American League
y

TRUST CO.

upbildtng of
a safe and conservative ranking Institution.
, .,,,
Its constant and' sieady growth Is conclusive evidence that IU effort art
appreciated y the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customer are now oa our books, but there la
ample apace for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines,.,--, Ask the
man, woman. Arm or corpora- -

NAMED AN EXAMINER

FACULTY
MEMBER OF NORMAL
IS GIVEN AN IMPORTANT
POSITION

i

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00

(

,

New York

mrm

PEOPLES BANK

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

AS BASEBALL

...

YOU CAN EUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE
MATT McCRATH

green tin with gold let-- "j g
"No athlete need fear to smoke Fsinoaacurved
to fit tie pocket X J W
taring,
he
uses'"
he
as much es
"bants, if
'Cuxedo. Its a general help to Convenient pouch, wnerSlned
Cn
paper, ,. . O .
any man. A pipeful ofCuxeda Willi moisture-proo- f
puis new Ife into me."
In Got
50c and SOe
Humidor,

THE AMERICAN TOSACCO

COMPANY

it
n il
i

;

i
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The Optic Office

It Will Be
Done Quickly and

Rightly
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county public schools must take In
struction in manual training, domestic science and domestio art was the
ultimatum laid down by County School
Superintendent John V. Conway today
at the opening of the county institute
attended by 100 rural teachers. The
opening exercises were" enthusiastic
and impressive and were attended by
the officials of the department of edu
cation and a number of city teachers
as well as visitors.
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TEACHERS MUST QUALIFY

Santa Fe, June 2. That every teach
er who desires a position In Santa Fe

UNVEIL JEFFERSON STATUE
A portrait sta
tue of Thomas Jefferson, a gift to the
city from the late Joseph Pulitzer, was
unveiled today In front of the School
of Journalism of Columbia University.
The unveiling formed a part of the
commencement exercises at the school
of which Mr. Pulitzer was the founder.
The statue is the work of William
Ordway Patridge and represents Jef
ferson as he appeared at the age of
58 years, when the was president of
the United States.
New York, June 2.

OPTIC

T5he

TOT
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LOBBY'RESTAUHANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REQULAR DINNERS
HH BUST OOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Ma.
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday niaht
munication first and 0. R. C. ball, on Douglas arena Bj
In 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
7l8lting members are af
month. Visiting dially welcome.
J. C. Werta. Pres
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary: SL B.
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M, H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

A

.

efh

Petten, Secretary,
Meets first and third Vsafr
day evenings each month at Weoi
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. DouglaA
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

t.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO,
per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR

Five cents
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Wses-- r
conclave
No ad to occupy lets space than two
In
Ma
at
each
Blent
flay
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at apace actually aet
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Caen In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CI SO
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regalar con
vocation first Monday In
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Desert
POPE PIUS HAS A BIRTHDAY
7:46 a. m
Temple at 7:0 . m. P. No. I... 7:20 p. m
Rome, June 2. Addresses and tele
a, Brinegax, H. P.; p. O. No.
.11:54 p. m
11:69 b.
:
grams from all parts of the world were
NO.
Blood, Secretary.
2:39 a. aV
2:25 a. m
received at the Vatican today congra
No. II... . 1:35 p. m
1:0
. av
I. O. O. F. LAS VFGAA I nnnc
tulating Pope Pius on his seventy-nintm
West Bound
4. Meets every Monday
birthday anniversary. There was no
Arrive
Desart
evening t
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
celebration of the anniversary, but dur
their hall on Sixth street All viaiHnB- No.
. 1:10 p. m
l:$s 9. A
Dremren cordially Invited tn .ttan,t No.
. 6:35 a. m
ing the day the pope was visited by
6:41 a. Bi
J. Frledenstlne. N. O.: A. T. Rnntn No.
a number of cardinals and many of
. 4:20 p. m
4:3 9. s
v. u.; T. M. El wood.
the foreign prelates who came to Rome
. (:35 p. m
7:01 9. sk
Secretary; Karl No.
for the consistory. This morning His
wens, Treasurer: C. V. Hadmuw.
Holiness said mass in the presence of FOR, SALE Gentle pony, $35.00. S. uemetery Trustee.
Powers.
a few specially invited of the faithful
o. P. O. ELK 8 Meets second and
FIR SALE About 10 tons of extra
fourth Tuesday evening of each
OFFICIALS GET SALARY
Santa Fe, ' June 2. State officials
quality oat straw. HI, S. Maurice, month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
were today paid 50 per oent of their Sapello.
are cordially Invited. We h. SpringMay salaries and would have felt
This
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
pretty blue about it, were it not for 100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
50, $5.50; 25, $3.00.
Cash with or Secretary.
the fact that taxes are coming in so
Silver
der. Will treat you right Mrs.
well for the second half of the fiscal
E.
Kans,
foe
Stevens,
KNIGHTS
Maggie
Humboldt,
AND
in
that
all
salaries
will
LADIES OF SECURyear
paid
-iuse
full next month, including the balance
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
R.
on
0.
due
C hall, Douglas avenue, on the
May salaries!.
Every other
EMPRESS
first and third Tuesdays of each
fund except the salary fund is over
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knighta and
flowing and it is only the constitu
WANTED
Furnished house or apart Ladies
FLOUR
tional limitation.
always welcome. O. L. Freements. Address B., Optic.
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
MAINE FEDERATION OF LABOR
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It ' giving you
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Waterville, Me., June 2. Represen
a present for doMontague
Assistant Deputy, 1011
tatives of organized labor throughout
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N, M.
the state of Maine were on hand at PIANO
ing something
for rent. Inquire 417 Eighth.
1
the opening here today of the annual
d do ny
you
L.
O. O. MOOSE Meets second ana
convention of the State Federation of FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for
way when you
Labor, The sessions will continue sev
fourth Thursday
evening each
921
Lincoln.
light housekeeping.
learn how Much
eral days, during which time the afmonth at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
fairs of the federation will be review FOR RENT Furnished
brothers
W.
BefferEMPRESS
invited.
Howard
cordially
house, 918
ed and plans discussed for increasing
Fourth street 7 rooms, modern Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
FLOUR rcalb is.
inthe membership and extending the
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
furnished.
Ml
Completely
Made by GERfluence of the organization through
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Investment and Agency Corpn.
every fast Tuesout the state.
MAN
PROCESS
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf
Monteflore
Temple
at t o'clock 9
FOR RENT
brick house, bath
ONE COUPON FROM
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP- toilet, elesH-i- lights, range. $15 per- m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
' PLIES
vited.
Isaac
month. Investment and Agency Cor
Appel, President; Charles
FIVE
STAMPS
Bids for furnishing six months' supporation, Main 40. 603 Lincoln Ave, Greenclay, Secretary.
BRINGS YOU THE
V
I
plies to the State Penitentiary will be
IT 'S
SPOON
received until 9 o'clock a. m. .Monday,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
KKNUINE WM.
.
June 8th, 1914.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
Supplies consist of groceries, dry
Love at Woodmen ot the World hall
SONS' A A
etc.
goods, meats, leather, coal,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
STANDARD
LOST Round gold
pin set with
A list of supplies, with conditions
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
S ILVER
Return
Mrs.
S.
B.
to
pearls.
Davis.
and blank proposal, will be furnished
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
on application to the superintendent.
Local Deputy. Tlsltlni
LOST Between Normal University Montague,
JOHN B. McMANUS, Supt
FRENCH-tRE- Y
1034 Eighth street wallet Re- members are especially welcooe and
and
By order of tha Board of Penitentiary
(STERturn to Optic or 1034 Eighth street. cordially invited.
Commissioners, May 12th, 1914.
FINISH
Reg-tvjkil-

.!

h

For Sato

.1

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

f

Wanted

For Rent

c

Lost

LING)

30-- 8

NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
Notice is hereby given that, pur

LOST
bag.

Lady's black morocco hand KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUN
Return to Mrs. J. M. Cunnlng- CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ham. Reward.
'oorth Thursday in o. R. C. halL
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Define,
HUNKER & HUNKER
Q. K; Frank Angel, P. 8.
George A. Hunaer. Chester A. Hukei

suant to an order of the United States
district court for the district of New
Mexico, made and entered on May
28th, A. D. 1914, In Case No. 130
Attorneya-at-LaBankruptcy, entitled Aaron M. Adler, Las
New Mexl
Vegas,
Bankrupt now pending la said court,
I shall on June 10, Ai D. 1914, at the
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
hour of 2 o'clock p. 'm. at the east
front door of tha Court House in
Osteopathlo Physician
Office Crockett Building
Las Vegas, San Miguel County, New
Mexico, off er for sale at public vendue, Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mv 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384
and shall sell for cash, to the"hlghest
and best bidder therefor, for a sum,
however, of not less than $400, the
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
following described property: All the
Dentist
equity of redemption of said Aaron M.
Dental work of any description at
to
followor
the
Alder, Bankrupt, id
moderate prices
Lots 13, 14 Room
ing described property;
Office Phone
1, Center Block.
and 15 in Block No. 1 of Pablo Baca's
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
addition to Las Vegas, in the county
' East Las
Tegas, New Mexico
of San Miguel and state of New Mex
ico, according to the survey of W. H.
MONUMENT CO
H. Cunningham, C E. Dated this 29th
Albuquerque, N. M. '
day of May, A. D. 1914. t
29-- 1
215 E. Central
JOHN S. CLARK,, Trustee,
23 Years Practical Experience.
f
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
as
by local applications,
they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
There is only one way to cure deafMRS. OLLlE SHEARER
ness, and that is' by constitutional General Massage, Hair and Bcalp
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-- .
Inflamed condition of the mucous lincure, Chiropody.
8team Laundry Building
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Phone Vegas 128
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 8:30 p. m.
when It is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result an'd unless the inflamma- for any case of Deafness (caused by
tion can be taken flut and the tube catarrh) that cannot be. cured by
restored to its normal condition, hear- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send, for cureu-ing will be destroyed forever; nine lars, free.
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
Fn J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
which la nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
We will give One Hundred Dollars pation. Adv.
JONES-BOWER-

--
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AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers,
Lasting Qualities

Whisk Rave Mads Las Veiaa TamM.

OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE

THE PLUNGE

LA.

TlflE TO TAKE

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
YOU ARE COOL while

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketful! of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
ARE COOL.

,: yv

The Optic for ql whole yeaur aund this
locbor
is only
saving-convenien-

ce

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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Fancy Red Raspberries
$1.55 Per Tray.
"''
Let Us Have Your: Order
Now:;;:
'

!vvV-':'--

Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables

"Our Mutual Girl"

Arriving Daily

14

Two

The weather

r;

Regular dance Wednesday night at
' !"
F. B. Hall. Adv.

,

-

Do You Need
a Hidhi Grade
U."
.......
.......
;

v

i.;(j,iS.iSM.'

;

Dinind Room Set?
ok rv

.4' 60 inch
oak dining pplropMBsj
tfegnfcfamed
lxseafc
buffet,'
serving
Wen'
chairs,
dining tablei 2ix5?

Next Friday night at the Fraternal
Brotherhood hall the Tres Moutarde
Dansant will give their 'dance, wliich
has been, postponed several tlnte:
The dance will begin promptly at 9
o'clock and all' members are invited
to be presenti"

We

ble,-M- ;

upholstered In genuine Spanish leather. This Is genuine quartered oak finished in the new light fumed finish. While this suite
in perfect condition and
has
been used for a short tlme.ft
7
cannot be distinguished from a new set We also hare fine
rockers upholstered In goat skin, Folding Screens, Gunn Sec
tlonal Cases,' etc! Come in look them over, get 6uf prtces. They
are real values.
'

Page Sample Furniture Co.
Phone, Vegas 111

"

507 6th St

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter axe the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other 1b fully
equal to It Order a sack today,

&e

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President 3
I S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
'
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Reynolds. Cashier.

T

"....U

J.

Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
has informed Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the New' Mexico
Normal University? ffiat' he' wlll be
4 VoUiW 'tiere'arff tiacri' Spanish
in the 8cmrduri'flgTB'e" summer
rurffi of business
In hls' office has'aTlSen,' and' Mr. Lu
'
cerb telrtctahtly iias decided' it 'will,
be impossible for him to iekve bia official duties, even for a brief vacation,
Mies' Voflmer will have' charge of the
department of SpanWli".
i
.IT
' A
call was issued late yesterday afternoon- for a meeting of the board
of trustees of the town of Las Vegas
and all property owners interested in
the Bridge street paving, to be held
this afternoon at 5 o'clock at the court
house. The purpose of the meeting
was stated as being to take final action regarding the paving of the main
West side highway. One of the West
side property owners said this morning
that he wished any persons who have
In mind opposing the paving would do
so at 'once, so that the Improvement
might be delayed no longer than Is
absolutely necessary.
'

un-abl- e

il

'

-

H. YORK
GRCCER

'"'';

The Ladies' Aid society of the iFrst
Baptist church will meet with Mise
Booth, 509 Eighth street, Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30.

&

BAKER

4
PROTEST TRUST BILLS
une J 2. Interstate
Washington,
commerce commissioners and legal
representatives of railroads appeared
today before the senate interstate
commerce committee to gtvettieir
Vies on trust1 bill which affeot'cai-rfers- :
Commissioners ciementH" 'and
Hall, Robert Lbvett of the Harrlman
lines, A.-- &, Harris of the New York
Central,-- ' J. B: iBlacir of' the Southern
Pacific and . A,"1 II. Thomas " Of' the
Southern railway appeared.

purpose of adjusting any mistakes in
the assessment rolls. Many of the
Visitors are of the opinion that the
commissioners or the district court has
promised to settle all tax matters covering a period of several years.- This
opinion ifl erroneous, f Matters heard
by the district court when a number
of casese were heard recently, pertain
ed only to 1913 taxation. The commissioners are hearing complaints regarding the 1914 taxes only.

"

MANDAMUS tS REFUSED
!
iHidge i M.' C: Mechem. ' of the; So
j

school at the Normal University.
Of this, number 26 are former

students of the institution, while
the remainder are newcomers,
according to the president, Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberta. Every
county in. the state to represent- ed by from,rithree to 40 students,
and 6everal8taes have sent peo- pie here to pursue their summer
studies, in the cool, pleasant Las
Vegas climate. Vv. Roberts ex- pacts the enrollment, to reach the
300 mark. The large attendance
at the summer school is due to
the work: of Dr. Roberta in hi
various trips about the state, the
combined action of the Normal
and the Commercial club in ad-vertlslng the summer session
and the excursion rates grant 1
by the railroads.

r:
ft

pNiPPEs'EPEAL'

Why he is oj
rWa8h.lnKton, June
'j&sed
SinjBna' tolls'' exemption
repeal, wkff expla'ln'eii to the' seriate 'to
day by Senator Perkins, republican, of
California. "Because of Perkins' feeble

'Itye

read the speech.

health;-a'cler-

M158 BESSIE

HOGUE

WEDS H. IV. SMITH
QUIET CEREMONY IS PERFORMED
AT THE RESIDENCE OF
MRS. CHOATE

In connection with the large attendance at the summer session of the
New Mexico Normal University it has
been noted favorably by the officials
of that big state institution that
students from distant counties will be
in larger attendance, by a big percentage this summer than ever before. .'
San Juan county, located in the;
northwest corner of the. state, is one
of the counties that has sent; a large
number of students, considering the
distance arid the expense of the trip.
The representation from San Juan
is probably the largest, considering
the population of the county.
Those jvho have arrived in this city
to attend the Normal from San Juan
county are as follows: Misses E. R.
Gleason, Bessie Brown, Ida Estes, Edith Schultz, Ella Baughman, BeTilah
Wright, Amy Hutchln, Refugio Ara-goAdelaida Valdez, Mrs. Katherlne
McMasters, Mr. F. M. Culberson.
LIBRARY REPORT
The number of books now In the Carnegie public library is 8,445, according
to the official report for the month of
May. The number In the institution
on May 1 was 8,435. Ten books were
removed from the shelves during' the
month on account of being worn out.

The number of monthly magazines
In the library during this month was
20, the number of weekly periodicals
five, and the number of daily papers
five. The number of new cards issued during this month was six. The
number
of people using the library was
clerk at the Castaneda hotel, acted as
1,091.
best man.
Mrs. Smith has been employed
at Miss Grace Lord was a contributor
several to the library with several good books
the Castaneda hotel for
months and during that time has been for young people. It also has been
this institution that a
in charge of the n$ws stand. $he has announced
in this city and has been number of. new books for children as
a pupil of Mrs. Erte Choate fof some well as late fiction have been ordered.
time. Mr. Smith has visited in Las
busiVegas several times. He is
CONVOCATION OF
'
'"
ness in Toledo.
many-friend-

1

ME

FinSTNATIONAIT BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, SlOO.OOOj'.SurpIus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

' In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

interest Pz!d cn TIr:o Deposit

At

tt2

Bcn:3 of

lleOsst of Everything

Eatable

FOR PREPARING

Dailslsum fJrMhfsmH&w Desserts
THE GfiAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

LEAVE FOR NEW YORK

corro county district has refused to
grant the writ of mandamus, asked
by the prohibition petitioners of San SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR OF TEMPLE
MONTEFIORE TO TAKE LONG
Marclal, to compel the Socorro county
VACATION
commissioners to call an election on
prohibition In San MarciaL, The court
Dr! Jacob' H. Landau, 'sfriituai direc-has had the matter tinder considerar bf Temple Montefiore,
tion for eome time, and prevdoush'(had lordened the conuals'sionere 'to'frasr'vacation In New York and1 'other
a elaotiojn for Magdalen a and places in the east' Accompanied by
Kelly. The prohibition petition ia re- Miss. Landau he will leave tomorrow1'
fused by the court in the case of San evening on train No. 2. He will re
Marcial on the ground that the de- turn to Las Vegas early in September
scription of boundaries of the election to resume his work. As a token of
district is faulty. The language of their appreciation of Dr. Landau's
the petition is "Beginning at a stake work here, the members of his conin the ground and leading in a wester- gregation have voted him a material
:
v p.The court holds increase in salary.
ly direction
'.
Prink Laudau, Dr. and Mrs. Lanthat ,"westerlyMnnot definite and
that it easily might be made to take dau's son, will remain in Las Vegas
inv any- portion of tiie surroundisg until after June 12, in order! to assist
of' 'tfie 'stake. It in the presentation for the
oiid time
landscape lying-w- est
is pointed out that had the petition of "A Bachelor Romance" the Norread "due ' weet" "and to a definite mal class play, In which he has a leadpoint" the petition probably would ing part He"iscuttlng his vacation
have been valid.
short in order to show his apprecia
tion of the kindness shown him by the
HARVEY'S l& OPEN
authorities of the Normal. Mr. Lan34th season of this famous moun- dau has received scholarships from the
tain resort Carriage out every Sat- University of Syracuse, New York and
urday morning, returning following the University of Denver. He has not
Friday; charge, including passage decided which school he will attend.
both ways $10. Special rates for longDr. and Mrs. Landau entertained at
er time. Address East Las Vegas, their home last night for the members
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's of the confirmation class of 1914 ' of
'
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Temple Montefiore.
wilV-spett'-
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LAS VEGAS FORD SALES
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COMPANY

SEE US
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V

re equipped to

you with
ttrowers. rakes,

'supply

tools, hose, sprink
iers or anyining you
may need for your
lawn or garden at

"'Wir"VMn Lowest Prices
C. JOHN SEN
SON

Ir Hilar

J.

"Exclusive Agents for Monarch Ranges"

1

TIRES AID TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needI ?,
ed for the auto?
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK

DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
anldi Machine Shop
j i i,
--

--

Vlhttsnma's fJsrshmsliow Vfhlp

Hupmobile

Hupmobile
1914 Ttfodel Ford ,.-- '-

EPISCOPAL CHURCH

DR. AND SIRS. LANDAU

CLERGYMEN AND LAYMEN GATH
ER IN ALBUQUERQUE FOR
4
ANNUAL SESSION

-

i

1913 Model
1913 Model

'

At 12 o'clock today at the home of
Mrs. Erie Choate on the Plaza, Miss
Bessie Hogue of Petoskey, Mich., was
united in marriage to Mr. Howard W
Smith of Toleilor O. Rev. E. C. Anderson of the First Methodist church,
performed the ceremony, and the hap
py couple left this afternoon for Al
buquerque, where they will remain for
a short time, later going to Toledo, O.,
Iarge numbers of taxpayers have where they will reside.
been visiting the court house today to
The bride wore a blue serge travelcall on the county commissioners and
suit and was attended by Miss Ivy
ing
ask them questions regarding taxation
Mr. Walter McNally, night
Snyman.
and assessment The board Is sitting

as a board of equalization, for the

Up to noon today 250 etudente

4

Real Bargains edl the Time
This Week's List of Second Hand Cars

4 had registered at the summer

In EVERYTHING.

7:38

TheEaet Las Vegas fire department
held a regular meeting last night a.t
the city hall. Regular business was
r

THE STATE

that hot,

will save time, money and
worry and you get QUALITY

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
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Rev. J. S: Moore, pastor of St
Paul's Memorial ' i Episcopal church,
If
left last night for Albuquerque to atKZ
tend the annual convocation of the
Protestant Episcopal church of New
Mexico And West Texas, which began
this morning and will continue until
tomorrow evening. Rev. Mr. Moore is
secretary of the convocation over
which Rt Rev. F. B. Howden, bishop
of . the missionary diocese, will pre
side;
The women's auxiliary to the gen
eral board of missions also met today
Come Down and Visit with
and on Wednesday afternoon them
'
ns and let's get acquainted.
willbe a Joint session. '
,,,
Revi Henry Ester of St Clement's
church, El Paso; Chaplain IJoyd of
the. United States army, and Her. l
W. Smith, of the,jetourch of the Holy
Faitn, Santa iFe; wil" speak at the
missionary service Wednesday night
The regular clerical delegates are
as follows: The Rev. X Si Moore of
East Las Vegas, Rev. E. W. Smith of
Santa Fe, Rev. F. C. Smith, Farming-ton- ; mm.
.q
ji
1
,rJJ
Rev. B. N. Bullock, Roswell;
ReT. F. W. Pratt, Carlsbad: Rev. F.
W.Carroll, Silver City; Rev W. K. McLenethan, Carlsbad; Judge W. H. Tha lay Albuauernnn fi.iiroti
Lloyd, Fort. Bayard;.. Rev. H. M. Newcomb, Silver City; R. H. Parsons, be: Judge W. W.
McClellan, Et s
Shields, Dawson; Rev. Hunter Lewis, Fort Sumner; Dr. Shaw and A. F. T. Vann, A. A. Keen. T. S. Wool'ssy!'
Mesilla Park; Rev. C. E. Mainmann, Morrissette, Las Vegas; P. C. ,Han- - Jr., and Dr. Lynn B.
Mitchell
Gallup; Rew, Henry Easter,- - El Paso; natt, Gallup; W. A, Fleming-Jones-,
Rev. R, .C. Gildas-Taylo- r
Mesilla
Marfa, Tex. Las. Cruces; W. Bowman,
Finch's Golden Wedding
Rye, agea
Among the lay delegates will be: Parlt;
George Hoffman and Frank in wood. Direct from tha
L Bradford Prince, Santa Fe; C. E.J Fischer, Belen.
.
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